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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
"HEIFER CASE"
THREE INDICTMENTS DO
NOT STAND.
I 
.
.* Prosecution Is Dismissed
- • 1.1164ainst Supt. Board And
Commissioners Bush
Aorilksita•
,
mi 1 a 1 I 1. • 61.
(Special to Neer Mrs.)
TRANKIPORT, Ky., Out. 11.-Bee-
• on file here show that Dr. W.
A. Lackey was removed from the
*Mee of first assistant physician at
the Western asylum, near Hopkins-
:11C' irlUe, and that his resignation was
not accepted.
tte
On motion of Ccmmouwealth's At-
torney Denny P. Smith,lithe
meats returned by the grand jury
against Superintendent Milton Board
and Commissioners C. H. Bush and
David Smith in connection with the
presentation by the asylum board of
tero heifers to Senator Om Richard-
son were dismissed, the reason being
set forthita the following indorse-
ment on the back of the bill:
'MASONS TO DISKIsS.
Fiom the record of the Board of
Otanniissioner: of the Western Ken.
Welty Asylum for the :Insane, the
following is taken, namely:
"The regular monthly meeting of
the Board of CoinmissMners of the
Western Kentucky Asylum for the
Insane was held on the asylum
premises Tuesday, March 1, 1904.
The Hon. F. M. Quarles called the
"?- misting to order and directed the
eseretary to call the roll, and upon
a milling of said roll the following
Minmissioners were found to be
present: Messrs. Carroll, Chilton,
Hill, Johnson, Jones, coml.' and
Layne. Messrs. Bush and Smith
were found to be absent. Mr. Com-
.,(Missioner „TOON moved that the
ilretrard be instruoted to send Sena-
tor Gus Richardson, of Breckinridge
. monty, two nice Jersey heifers, ex-
pease charges of same to be prepaid,
Wooded by Commiseloner Layne
• altd carried unanimously." From
this record it appears that Judge
Charles H. Bush and Mr. David
Smith, were not present when the
above order was made.
In section 219, Kentucky statutes
19011, defining the powers of the com-
missioners of asylums is found this
language: "They shall have the
general management and control of
all laud, buildings, funds, books, pa-
pers and other effects and property
of their respective institution."
In section 243 Kentucky statutes,
is foend this language: "The medi-
cal superinterdent shall have the
- — - - - — -
All the news that's fit to print.
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L•eneral management, supervision
and control of the patients subject to
the regulations of the board of com-
missioners and &loll devote his en-
tire time thereto."
From the record of the board of
eommiesioners it seems that Dr.
Milton Board, the superintdendent,
had no connection in taut with the
giving of said heifers to Senator
Riehardsoe and in law be has no
powaeor authority over any proper-
£7ql Oa asylum.
rename state* *dm prose-
jodialleralla iSatels are
Dawklalhith.
DENNY P. SMITH,
.11)oamariewealth's Attorney.
Judge Borth bad taken stops to
have this cam against him tried of
the 213th day of the present term of
court. Concerning the other indict-
ment, he states that it has always
been the custom for attorneys on the
board to be employed in legal busi-
nest for the asylorn and denies that
his acceptance of a fee as one of the
attorneys in the Willingham case, a
$15,000 damage Suit, which the asy-
lum won, was ground for indict-
ment.
Notes AboutPeoplt
,From Thursday's Daily)
Mre. Hunter Wood will leave to-
morrow for Lake Charles, La., to
visit her daughter, Mrs. E. A. Che-
yenne.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yoast left this
morning for St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Yoast have
gone to St. Louis.
Mrs. Louise Lockett and Mrs.
Nannie Dawson, of Roaring Sprints,
are visiting Mrs. F. J. Mitchell.
. Mrs. James H. Howe has returned
to Nashville.
Mrs. E. B. Long has returned from
a visit to Louisville.
Mrs. R.J. Settle went to Hopkins-
ville today for a visit.-Paducah
News-Democrat.
Prof. A. H. Inman and wife left
this week to make their future home
at Hopkinsville. The Progress takes
pleasure in commending this excell-
ent couple to the citizens of our sis-
ter city.-Elkton Progress.
Dr. Don McPhail and Mr. Geo. B.
Hannah, of Charlotte county, Va.,
are the guests of Mr. N. B. Ed-
munds.
Mr. Charles Overshiner left yester-
day for his home in Santa Ana, Cal.,
after a visit to relatives in the city.
YOUNG MULLIGAN
II Exonerated and Lewis
Mitchell Indicted.
(Special to New Era)
LEXINGTON, Ky., Oct. 1L-The
grand jury today indicted Lewis
Mitchell, col., in the Mulligan pois-
oning case, and exhonerated James
J. Mulligan and Mrs. Mulligan.
A Matter
of Health
There is a quality in Royal
Baking Powder which makes
the food more digestible and
wholesome. This peculiarity
of Royal has been noted by
physicians, and.they accord-
ingly endorse and recom-
mend, it.
ROYAL !BAKING POWORR CO., NSW YORK.
•
AT HYMEN'S ALTAR
POPULAR COUPLE PLIGHT
THEIR TROTH
Mr. Nelson and Miss.:Buck-
ner Were Married Wed-
nesday Evening.
Mr. B. Gordon Nelson and Misr
Annie Wooldridge Buckner were
united in matrimony Wednesday
evening at the handsome country
home of the bride, near New Provi-
dence, Tenn.
The beautiful ceremony was im-
pressively performed by the Rev,
George C. Abbitt, rector of Grace
church, of this city, and took place
shortly after seven o'clock in the
drawing room of the residence
which trailing vines, fresh blossoms
and potted plants had transformed
Into a bower of floral loveliness.
While the witnesses were limited to
the relatives and close friends of the
popular couple, the hospitable home
was well filled with guests who were
rejoiced to extend cordial congratu-
lations and good wishes. Among tt e
Hopkinsville people present were:
Mesdames John Y. Oweley and Har-
ry B. Montgomery; Miss Eloise
Nelson; Messrs. M. H. Nelson, 8.1J.
Wooldridge, Hugh Nelson, Warner
Thomas and Robt. M. Wooldridge;
Mr. and Mrs. Upshaw Buckner and
Misses Sarah Gordon and Bettie
Buck ner.
The marriage, which was the happy
culmination of an ideal courtship,
brings in closer association the tigh
Society circles of Clarksville and
Hopkineville in which, at their 's-
elective homes, the beautiful bride
and her gallant husband are prime
favorites. The Tennessee city has
had no lovelier belle than the
charming young woman whose hard
and heart Mr. Nelson has been for-
tuate enough to win. She is a daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Buckner,
who are themselves members of an
old Christian county family, and she
is as much loved and admired in
Hopkinsville, where she has fre-
quently visited her relatives and
friends, az she is in Clerkly/111e. Mr.
Nelson is one of Hopkinsville's most
popular gentlemen. He is the eld
est son of Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Nel-
son. Sr., and stands as high in busi-
ness circles as he does socially. His
fine ability, integrity and enterprise
have won for him a reputation any
one might envy, and as Hopkinsville
manager of the great Imperial To-
bacco Company he has achieved a
remarkable commercial success.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson, together with
the Hopkinsville party who attend-
ed the nuptials, returned to the city
Wednesday night. They will make
their home at the suburban residence
of Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Nelson.
Crofton Couple Wed.
Edward Wooldridge and Miss Fan-
nie Alexander were married by
'Squire Siting Wilcox in the office of
the County Clerk at the court house
this morning. The courie hall from
Crofton, Ky.-Clarksville Leaf'
Chronicle.
GIRL'S SUICIDE
(Special to New Era.)
RUSSELL VILLE, Ky., Oct. 13-
Miss Hettie Duncan, aged 18, niece
of President George Edwards, of the
Deposit bank, committed suicide to-
day by shooting herself. Grief over
her brother's death unbalanced her
mind.
Kodol Dyspopola Ours
aims whet rie sets
pe.
AT HOWELL
Next Meeting of Teachers
Will Be Held.
The next meeting of the Christian
County Teachers' association will be
tie-14 at Howell on Friday, Oct 21,
19044 beginning at ten o'clock, a. m.
Everybody is cordially invited to at-
tend. An interesting program is be-
ing.repared and a 4easant day is
The last meeting was held at the
Walker school and was largely at-
tended by the hospitable people of
the neighborhood as well as by the
teachers. We are very grateful to
these good people for their kindness
on this occasion. An unusually good
record has been made by the teach-
ers so far iu regard to these meet-
ings; only one has been absent and
It wait unavoidable. Every one has
taken' the part assigned and fine
meetings have been the result.
On account of holding these meet-
ings on Friday this fall, which is
done at the urgent request of the
teachers, I will be in my office every
Saturday and not on Monday as
heretofore, until I have finished vis-
iting the schools. However, I shall
always be found in the office on the
first Monday in the month. Trustees
and others who may have business
with me will please take notice of
this. Yours truly,
Katie McDaniel, County Supt.
List of Appointments.
F. B McCown, D. P. of the Ameri-
can Society of Equity, will meet the
farmer; at the following times and
places to organize local unions for
the purpose of fixing the price on the
present crop of tobacco:
Beverly, Monday, Oct. 17, 10 a. in.
Howell, " " " 1 p. in.
Herndon, " 41 it 7 p. In.
Bennettstown,Tuesday,Oot. 18,10 am
Pee Dee, it 2 p.m.
Newstead, 41 44 61
 7p.m.
This organization was started by
the wheat growers of the West. It
has more than 10,000 members and
organizers working today. The
national convention of Tobacco
Growers will meet at Lynchburg,
Va., November 11 and 12.
0,•••••4
HOWELL HAPPENINCS.1
HOWELL, Ky., Oct. 12.-Mrs. W.
W. Radford is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Allen, at GleneKen. Tenn.
A patient with smallpox on the
farm of Col. S. J. Lowry has just re-
covered.
Rev. H. C. McGill has been assiat-
ing Rev. J. A-Kirtley in a protracted
meeting at South Union Baptist
church near Church Hill.
Mr. 0. M. Wilson, of Pembroke,
has been at Howell for a few days on
business.
Little Mary Quarles and her broth-
er, Edward, have gone to Pembroke
to live with their father, Mr. Jos.
Qumarsle. sR.
R. G. Lyle recently visded
her brothers, Messrs. 0. M. and Ed
ward Wilson. in Pembroke.
Rev, S. J. Cannon. of Elkton. Ky.,
is to begin a series of meetings with
Rev. J. A. Kirtley at Locust Wove
Baptist church next Monday night.
Mr. Lee Allen returned to his home
at Garrettsburg, from Bethel College,
at Russellville, last Saturday and is
now suffering from at attack of ty-
phoid fever.
Mr. Tyree Nuckols is able to be up
after a mild attack of typhoid fever.
Mrs. Jesse Giles has been sick for
a few days.
Miss Ads Adams, of South Ken-
tucky College, spent last Saturday
and Sunday at home.
-I NeodWITO.
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DRIVING
HARNESS
We have just received an elegant line of tinelight driving harnyok:,W,e ,,s run from
• $12.50 to $2130.
Some beauties in this shipment. If you want
something extra nice come and see what we
have. ¶We also offer a strong, very servicea-
ble hand-made harness at
Nig $13.50
See this if you want something extra strong.
Will make some very close prices on heavy
WAGON HARNESS, COLLARS,
BRIDLES, SADDLES, ETC. •
We also sell Buggies
cheaper than anybody
GET OUR PRICES
BEFORE ,BUVING!
F. 1 TOT CO"
20T S. A.I.ALIIV.
011••••••••••••
T. M. Jones
Is Now the Place of Attraction
•
• 
For everything in the Dry Goods line that is new
• • 
and up-to-date.
• The Largest and Best Assorted
•
• New Waist Silks!
•
• New Dress Silks!
I Skimmers' 38 inch Satins, warranted for two seasons, all colorsViyella Waisting, the new waist goods; Bennovis suiting, OutingCloth and Flannelette. New Side Combs, Book Combs, Stick Pins,Waist Sete, Bags, Belts, Gloves, Hosiery, Ladies Neckwear, Gent'sNew Neckwear, Shirts and Collars.
stock of Dress Goods and Drees Trimrnings
in the city to select from.
•
Carpets, Rugs, Art Squares,
iLinoleums and Matting.. My stock is large and well assorted
in every line. My motto is good goods at low prices.
T. M. JONES
•
 Mein Street, Hopliineville, Ky
1111001/111•1110011011011111110000111111•••••••
EVERYBODY IN TOWN
IS BUYING A
Buck's Hot Blast
Bought Aurs Yet?
We want to place one in every home in this vicinity because
we know it would be a good thing for us to do. We know that each
one we do place will more than satisfy-will please and will make
you our friend. BUCK'S HOT BLAST is built on scientifie prin-
ciples-does not permit the 88 per cent of gas and smoke in soft coal
to escape up the chimney, out burns it up
-turns it into fuel.
Pay* fOr Itself Before 2 Seasons Aro Ovor
George W. Your*.
is •
A Ihistedy That No One Is
Afraid To Take. '
Dr. Thscher's tier and Blood Syrup
hss been used in thousands of homes for
fifty-two years with perfect confidence
end the most remarkable results.
The great success of this remedy is due
to the fact that its formula (which con-
slab of Buchn, Hydrangea, Mandrake,
, Yellow Dock, Dandelion, Sarsaparilla,
Oltatian, Sauna and Iodide of Potassium)
has been freely published.
Doctors and Druggists everywhere do
not iii-sitate to recommend a preparation
which they know contains the best-
known remedies for correcting all irreg-
ularities of the Liver. Kidneys or.Blood,
SO est dining emceed by the failure of
VINO feections to perform their proper
work.
Thousands of sick once to whom life
has been a burden have written grateful
letters that others might profit by their
experience.
BLOOM/TWO GROVE, Tax Nov. IS 1903.
Pwsis suffering terribly with indijgestion and
tremble and seat to my druggist for
ittimas elgiag to relieve me.
As be eget me a nackart of Dr. rititetter'llLiver and Blood Syrup I concluded to try it,
and sow I am deeply grateful to my druggist
as wail aa to you.
1 aart been a mutterer from these things anti
a gimW ran-down condition for ten years,
awl laati awl, received temporary relief from
ether mendnes. But after using not quite two
aceksees of year Liver and Blood Syrup I feel
alcifisad hearty as I ever did in my Ills, and
I ma astlefed that I am entirely titre& I feel
1110= whatever of kidney trouble, andis as good as any living man's.rzia sew eat whatever I choose.
mew lad any remedy give me such quick
Sad paremmeat relief, and I can not put a cor-
net estimate on the value your medicine has
beat to me. I would not take any amount of
asedry for it. Very gratefully yours
J. C. BROWN.
If you ward rowetetwo treere Sowila=a
free aersepl• Iterale east "Dr. 
k 
Aosta Doak,.
Wye sysapialisJae adetee.
We surfs pee re try It at err ese•
OMNI. • Whoa fi will de.
!we imam ar wit Druggists—two stass-30
swot toted 91.110.
TH40111111 Arsenicals r CO.,
Chattanooga, read.
4,444..4444444++.+44+.44444
DO YOU
USE
Perfumes!
If so, we want to supply
you, for we unquestionably
have the largeet, hest and
most complete stock in the
city. We have just added
the celebrated Imperial lige
than which there is eons
better. Below we give a
partial list of our most pop-
ular odors:
Jiekey 
Iper e .
R & O's V•ris
$ IVi031 t , per ounce.. 
Wild Hay 
$11per ounce..........
Carnation Pink
• per ounce 5.0c
Violets of Sicily 
. 75c tper ounce...
*Hiawatha 50c
per Ounce 
Dactylis
May Violets
Heliotrop -
Houbl; tilt Ideal
per ounce
per ()mice 
per ounce ...... 60c
50c
50c
1
- per ounce 
°mean Spray 60cper ounce 
Frangipanni 50c
$2
 
per ounce,.
We alao carry a complete
line of H .dnut's To.let Pre-
1
paratiens.
Ray (D,
Fowler
—11 as a I
C ATAIHM
In all its stage.
Ely's Warn Balm
cleanses, soothes and boils
the diseased membraile.
It cares catarrh and drives
away a cold la the bead
quickly.
Cream Balm la pieced into the nostrils, weed,
over the membrane and is 'bombed. Reild is lea
mediate and a curt follows. It la not drying—doee
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 cents at Dray
gists or 'ay ma I; Trial Elixe, 10 cents.
aux BROTHERS. 14 Warren Stmt. Now-Tata
AGENTS AGENTS
THE DitEAVERT BOOK OP TUC DAY
"CHRIST IN THE CAMP"
Bv DR. 1. WILLIAE JONS8
AOENTE REPORT.,
N. C.--Worked one day, received 10 orders."Lia.--Reeeived Pros. 1 o'clock. sold 7 by night."irK—',1_11 in 13 hours." L P. Sanders.Starr- -Worked sae day. tot 12 °More."
111174VI AT *NEE TO
IIASTDI WHITT Ol..Stlaats• $a.
OH. LACKEY RESIGNS
AS ST ASSISTANT PHYSI-
CIAN AT ASYLUM
Will Practice His Profession
At Pembroke, His Old
Home.
Special to New Era.)
FR4NKFOR F, Oct. 7.—Gov. Beck -
ham has received and accepted the
resignation of Dr. Waiter A. Lackey,
of Hopkinsville, as first assistant
physician at the Western Asylum
for the Insane, at that place.
Dr. Lackey resigns Ito enter the
general prat:Aloe at his home.
He will continue at the asylum un•
til his successor is named.
It is said at the executive depart-
ment that Gov. Beckham has already
determined who the new physician
is to be and will announce the ap-
pointment in the next few days.
Little River Baptists.
The ninety-first annual session of
the Little River Baptist association
of United Baptista met Tuesday at
Oak Grove, five miles southwest of
Cadiz, for a session of three days.
Capt. W. J. Stone, of Lyon county,
was unanimously elected moderator
and Rev. R. W. Morehead,of Prince-
ton, clerk.
The annual sermon was preaotied
by Rev. J. S. Miller, of Princeton.
Cures Chills and Fetier.
0. W. Wrirt, Nacogodohes, Texas,
says: "His daughter had chills and
fever for three years: be could not
find:anything that would help her
till he used:Herbine. His wits will
not keep house without it," and can-
not say too much for it." 50c at Ray
& Fowler's.
PETER SELLS
Noted Showman Dies In Co-
lumbus,' Ohio.
Peter Sells, the well known show-
man, is dead at his home in Colum-
bus, Ohio, of apoplexy, aged fifty-five
years. Be was stricken six weeks
ago. He, with. his brothers, Ephri-
aim, Allen and Lewis, established
the Sells Brothers show in 1872, the
aggregation traveling across the
country in wagons'. He had teen in
the show business continuously sine*
then and at the time of his death
owned an interest it the Sells Bros.'
which was consolidated with the
Fdrepaugh shows in 1896. Only one
of the four brothers, Lewis Sells, cur
rives.
Cures Rheumatism and Ca-
tarrh.--kledlcIne Sent Free.
Send no money—simply write and
try Botes.lic Blood Balm at our ex-
pense. Botanic Blood Balm (B. B
B.) kills or destroys the poison in
the blood which causes the awful
aches in back and shoulder blades,
shifting pains, difficulty in moving
fingers, toes or legs, bone pains.
swollen muscles and joints of rheu-
matism, or the foul breath, hawking.
spitting, droppings in throat, bad
hearing, specks flying before the
eyes, all played out feeling of catarrh.
Botanic Blood Balm has cured hun
dreds of cases of 80 or 40 years stand-
ing after doctors, hot springs and
patent medicines had all failed.
Most of these cured patients had ta-
ken Blood Balm as a last resort. It Is
especially advised for chronic, deep
seated Oases. Impossible for any one
to suffer the agonies or symptoms of
rheumatism or catarrh while or af-
ter taking Blood Balm. It makes the
blood pure end rich, thereby giving
a healthy blood supply. Cures are
permanent and not a patching up.
Sold at drug stores, $1 per bottle.
Sample of Blood Balm sent free and
prepaid, also special medical advice
by describing your trouble and writ-
ing Blood Balm Co., Atlanta, Ga. A
personal triat of Blood Balm is het-
ter than a thousand printed testimo.
nials, so wrfre at once. For sale by
B. C. Hardwick.
Illinois Central will sell each day
except Friday and Saturday, from
Sept. 18th to N. v. 80th round trip
coach excursion tickets NI St. Louis,
limited seven days from date of sale
at rate of $7.00.
E. C. Coon, Agt.
...•••••
Backed up by over
• third of a century
of remarkable and uni-
form cures, a record
such as no other
remedy for the
diseases and
weaknesses pr.
culler to woolen
ever attained, the proprietors and makes
of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription now
feel fully warranted in offering to pay MooIn Ifni money of the United States for
any case of Leucorrhea, Female Weakness,
Prolapsus, or Palling of Womb, which they
cannot cure. All they aak is a fair and
reasonable trial of their means of cure.No other medicine than Dr. Pierce's Pa.
vorite Prescription could possibly "win'
out," as the saying grim on such • proposi-
tion; but they know whereof they speak.They have the most remarkable record of
cures made by this world-famed remedy
ever placed to the credit of any prepara-tion especially designed for the cure of
woman's peculiar ailments. This wonder-ful remedy, therefore, stands absolutely
alone as the only one possessed of such
unrivaled properties as to fully warrant its
makers in publishing the remarkable offer
above made in the utmost good faith.
"A short time ago I was almoat dead withnervous prostration, general debility and female
weakness," writes Mrs. Loretto Webster, of 317Virginia Ave., Lexington, Ky., Worthy Treasur-
er, Independent Order of Good Tcfnplars, "
Pierce's Favorite Prescription was recommend-
ed to me ass sure cure, and 1 found this to betrue, for 1 obtained splendid result., securingfine health. Women ought to be grateful tothink there fa one safe and sure cure offered tothem for their troubles. I advise every sick
and suffering woman to stop spending moneyend wasting time with doctors' prescriptions,when • few bottles of your remedy is sure to
cure. 1 am the happy mother of two children,boy aged sixteen, and girl, eight years."
Do not permit the dealer to insult yourintelligence by suggesting some other com-pound which he recommends as "just asgood," because he makes it himself. Dr.Pierce's Favorite Prescription has stoodthe test of time and experience. Thou-
sands speak Well of it—because thousandshave been cured by it.
NEW JAIL
(From Friday's Daily.)
At yesterday's session of the fiscal
court the bid of the flopkineville
Gas & Electric aompany of $250 for
the wiring and pining of the new jail
was accepted.
The walls of the jail have been
completed several days and the wood
work of the roof is about floishtt-d
and the work of putting on the slate
will be begun at once.
The building is not only one of the
most complete aPd safest prisons in
the country, but it slim pr..ente a
roost at: iking appearance, c,nipar-
Inc favorably with other iestclet c-s
of the city.
.Cures Winter Cough.
J. E. Gover, 101 N. Main St., Otta
wa. Kan., writes: "Every fall it has
teen my wife's trouble to catch ace
vere cold, and therefore to cough all
winter long, Last fall I got for her abottle of Horehound Syrup. She used
It and has been able to sleep soundly
all night long. Whenever the cough
troubles her, two or three doses stops
the cough. and she is ar le be up
and well." 25e, 60c, $1.00 at Ray &
Fowler's.
WOMEN CAN
KEEP YOUNG.
Ohio Woman Tells the Secret. May
Explein Youthful Look. of Some
In Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Anna Patton,' 84 Charles St.
Xenia, Ohio, in a recent interview
tells the secret of how to grow young.
"Although I am over sixty, I feel as
though I was only twenty years old.
It does not seem possible that I am
the same woman that I was a year
ago. Tiien I suffered with my head
all the time, haciaio much gas on my
stomach that I could hardly endure
it and was always troubled with a
bad taste in my molt!) and a coated
tongue and was so bloated that at
times I could not fasten my c othes
I was unable to do my w..' s. but
after taking one box of Mi-o-,o 1,a-
ture's cure for dyspepsia, I am is
well woman and can do my work as
well as ever."
L. L. Elgin is the local agent for
Mi-o ne and has sold a great deal of
this remedy at 60c a box. Begin its
use today with Mr. Elgin's promise
that he will pay for it if it does not
cure you. 07,14,21
Don't be imposed upon by taking
substitutes offered for Foley's Honey
and Tar.
CASTOR IA
For Infanta and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
Signature of
Worlds Fair Excursion Rates
Over the 1.(C.
On account of the Louisiana Pur-
chase Exposition, the Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad Company will sell
round trip tickets to St. Louie as fol-
lows:
From April 26th, to Nov. 30th,
limited to 16 days from
date of sale $ 9.68
AI, tickets will be limited to con-
tint ous passage in both directions.
E. C. Coon, Agent.
WITH MOP HANDLE'
NEGRO LUNATIC KILLS
•NOTNIR AT ASYLUM.
Deed Was First Time He
Had Shown Any Nomi•
°NMI Tendency.
(From Friday's Daily)
James Boyd, a colored patietit at
the Western Kentucky Asylum for
the Ihsane, was killed this morning
by another negro. The tragedy oc-
curred in the hallway of the building
occupied by negro lunatics. John
Richardson, who was sent to the in-
stitution from Davies county, and
who had never manifested any hom-
icidal tendency, was engaged in the
work of mopping the floor. Boyd,
who was a victim of melancholia
was seated near him. Suddenly, not
a word having been passed, aud
without a second's warning, Rich-
ardson struck Boyd a terrific blow
on the head with the handle of the
mop, fracturing tte negro's skull.
Richardson was taken in charge by.
attendants arid removed to violent
ward. Prompt aid was administer-
ed to Boyd, but his injuries were
mortal and he died within two hours
after he was assaulted. Beyd's home
was in Hopkinsville.
ey----ess t s
Pill 
topol ke aTeu 
re.
It t D 
,
t's Little
Early Risers for biliousness or con-
stipation you know what pill pleas-
ure ie. These famous little pills cle-
anse the liver and rid the system of
all bile wrthour. producing tuneless-
and effect.. They do not gripe, sick-
en or weaken or weaken, but pities-
antis give tone and strength to the
tissues and organs of 'the stomach,
liver and bowels. Sold by R. C
Hardwicli .
1 
Sell Residence..
Mrs. Daisy A. Elgin and her hue
band, Mr. Walter S. Elgin, have filed
a deed in the county clerk's office
conveying their house and lot on
North Liberty street to Mr. S. Klein.
The consideration was $2,400.
Mr. Elgin has moved with his fam-
ily to Nortonville, where he is man
ager of the Nortonville Coal icom-
pass.
The Best Doctor.
Rev. B. C. Horton,Sulphur Springs,
Texas, writes, July 19th, 1899: "I
have used in my family Ballard'e
Snow Diniment and Horehound Sy-
rup, and they have proved certainly
satisfactory. The liniment is the
best we have ever used for headache
and pains. The cough syrup has bet n
our doctor for the last eight years."
26c. 53c. $1. 00 at Ray & Fowler.
mormiw-AAelles. 
NOTICE.
The people of Christian county
Ky., will take notice that the Fiscal
Court of said county will meet at
their usual and customary place of
meeting, in the city of Hopkinsville,
county of Christian and state of
Kentucky, on Tuesday the 18th day
of October, 1904, for the purpose of
issuing new county refunding bonds
to be sold for the purpose of obtain
lug money with which to pay oil all
outstanding bonds against said coun•
ty, of issue July 1st, 1897, amounting
to P31,000. and which said bonds were
issued to refund ta then existing rail-
road bonded debt of about $100,000
and which said original bonds were
of date July 1st, 1867. The terms
and conditions of said new bonds
will be fixed and determined by said
Fiscal Court at said time and place
Done by order of the Christian
County Fiscal Court, made this day.
This Sept. end, 1904.
W T. Fownalt,Bond G. SUCKNNR,Commis- '
stoners N. T. WILLIAMSON,
. S 
O. H. ANDMISON ,
While there Is life there Is
hope.
I was afflicted with catarrh; could
neither taste nor smell and could
hear but little. Ely's Cream Balm
cured it.—Marcus G. Shaultz, Rah-
way, N. J.
Cream Balm reached me Ratt—
ly and the effect is surprising. my
son says the first application gave de-
cided relief. Respectfully, Mrs.
Franklin Freeman, Dover, N. H.
The Balm does not irritate or cause
sneezing. Sold by,druirgist at so
cot or mailed by -My Brothers, 56
Warren St • New York.
,
If Yon Don't Buy lothIng I•rom J. T. WALL & CO. You
Don't Buy Clothing Right.
Hello, There
Have you
bought your
Fall Suit yet
Or are you tryinglo
• squeeze a little 020
wear out of that Su
mer suit already look.
ing seedy?
Better come hen
and take a look at our
snappy array of Fall
and Winter hand-tail.
ored clothing before
• 
all the choice patterns
• have been gobbled up.
!You can't tell these clothes from the highest classmerchant tailored work, because they have the same
*tone and refinement of appearance—something not
:to be four d in ordinary ready-to-wear garments.
• Why daily with the unknown quantity of doubt-
:ful make, when there's the absolute certainty of aim.
:ways getting properly made garments here at the
right prices. Suits like those in the picture.1
•
•
•
•
• It is not a question of how littlA you pay, but
:how much you get for what you pay That is the
• secret of real economy. "Drop in and let us talk. it
•overoe i
L WALL CO.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
•iity and finish of our goods
*be found fault with by the most critical.
• Quick Pales and small profits is the business rule•
eof the day. No shop-worn goods,
•
For so little
a price as $15
In
Furniture
When we say that, we
mean large values for
your money. The qual-
is first class and is not to
iKeach Furuiture Co
Ninth Street, Near Main.
!Home 1149 Cumberland 136-2
ALL THE NEW WRINKLES
IN THE FURNITURE BUSINESS
Monuments Cacmestet 7riWors.
Tombstones Iron Fencing 
Markers Irir qv Until further notice I OSA
be found at F A Yost & Co.. South Main Street
Fe co lbt 11 13r•co-vvita
c
aTo.,,,o1././../kod•/"...~,,,,,•••••• .......fle••••••••,••
ORMS
Far 2 Years Has iirt Wierm Rene es.
...x.z. 7:a Wit IC/ C3ir tar 2iPrepared by.....—wemlk. JAM F. BA
Sold bs Re? 41 Fowler.
Wish
NO PIMPLES
IN 10 DAYS US1C
1 ..SATINOLA.• so
—
TIE COMPLEXION SEAUTIPIER.
r
A.T1b1OLA is a new discovery, ffultrau-
and money will be refunded if it
Is to remove the worse ease of
,Plinples, Ten, Liver hoots. Sallow-
Wackheads or any +kin eruption In 2
0
yr.C4savos the skin cloor, eat, he
altny
entomb the beauty of youth. ghoul-
$0 the merits of satinota. Pelee
ase $1.00 by imams druggists or man.
Preflared only by
NATIONAL TOILET CO.,
PARER : : : TENN.
tr,
t Bold in Hopkinaville by all
leading druggists.
Illinois Central R. R.
• littaT OF TRAIN SERVICE.
,Ith Dinning.Buffet-Linrar
y.diessp
4ag and Reclining Chair Cars on
4 -SW010 trains direct to the
'1 LOUIS1
-
orid's Fair
eta account of the fair.:with
76.60 Days,Declff
..sona, at greatly reduced rates.
--1 ftekets sod particulars as to spec
SM rates, limits and train time of
your home ticket agent.
E C Coen, Agent.
Hopkineville Ky.
enter woo,t. Hunter Wood J
eater Wood al Son
Attys-at-Law.
Office in Hopper Block upstairs
or Planters Bank.
PK/NSVILLE. : KENTUCKY
pecial attention to oases :in
!now
4ILEY WALLER,
Lkellsed Embalmer and
?antral Director.
lb Waller & Rogers, Furniture
adertaking, Ky
ronage solicited. Calls
y answered day or night.
. - • "'
10• 
.ezie
Mum
• 
.
MONEY LYING
AROUND
Loose is sive to disappear in some
wife It may be stolen. You may
'paid it without reflection. Both can
avoided by putting it in a bank. It
Irbe safe from thieves, safe from
ur own oarelescoess.
Linters Bank & Trust Co
MI are and burglar proof vault
be excelled as a depository.
oh and conservatively main-
Itireleomes the small dopes,-
!pH as the large. Any of its
will gladly tell you how easy
o an account. Come and
mer Graves,
OF—
sille Lime Works
wants to SELL you
E, CINDERS,
ROCK and DIRT
lalso BUY
WOOD and
-hand Barrels
HOMO: ReddeowloON
Cumberiaod: Reetdenel,
It MEET
ego
IN ANNUAL alailoN AT
CYNTNIANA.
Twenty-fourth Meeting of
State Organization—Lead-
ers to be Present.
The twenty-fourth annual session
of the Kentucky State Grange will
°olivine at Cynthisaa Tuesday mern-
log October 18, and will be in session
two days. The Hon. Aaron Jones.
Master of the Natfonal Grange of
the United States, will call the
meeting to order. Gov. N. J. Bachel-
der, of New Hampshire. will make
the opening address. On the second
day 0. art Kelley, of Washington,
D. O. the founder of the order will
address the Grangers. The oth
er
speakers of proat.nenee will be H
on.
Mortimer Whitehead, of New J
er-
sey, an President iatterson,
 of
Kentucky State College.
On Thursday, Oct. 20, there will be
held a mass meeting of the farmers
of Kentucky in the interest of organ
-
ization and for the purpose of con
-
sidering the present condition of
agriculture itt the State and thorough
discussion and united action to de•
vise methods for protecting and ad-
vancing the interests of all farmers
throughout the Commonwealth. Th
e
following will address the farmers:
Gov. J. C. W. Beckham and Co
m-
missioner of Agriculture Hubert
Vreeland, of Kentucky, and Presi-
dent W. B. Hawkins, of the Tobacco
Growers' Association.
CHOKING CA-
TARRH CURED.
Mr. Caswell Says, "Hyornei Cured
Me."—Your Money Back If It
Does Not Cure You.
"Use Hyoniei and be cured of ca-
tarrh,`, is whet all who have tried it
for that disease say to their friends.
0. S. Caswell of North Middleboro,
Maks.. writes: "Hyonnei has relieved
me from a choking catarrhal trouble
and cleared my head. 1 tiro glad to
recommend it to my friends."
It is the easiest thing in the world
to stop catarrh or a catarrhal cold at
its beginning if you use Hyomei.
Just breathe the health-giving, bal-
samic air for a few minutes and your
eatarrn will be cured.
to this and neighboring town's,
there are hundreds that can testify
to the remarkable powers of Hyomel
to cure catarrh. Many of the staunch-
est friends of this retfiedy %egsn its
nee with little hope thpt they would
be cured, but as L. L. Elgin offered
to refund the money if it did not ben
ent, they rtecided to try it on that
plan, and were soon restored to
health.
oct 8-18-20
THEY NEVER FAIL.
That is What They Say About It in
hopkinaville and it is There-
fore Reliable.
AnotLer proof, mine more evi-
denote. Hopkinsville testimony to
swell the long list of adv.:List.s who
endorse the old (Platter remedy,
Doan's Kidney Pills. Read this
convincing endorsement of the
claims made for that remarkable
preparation:
M. W. Davis, of Eades & Davis,
dealers in coal on East Seventh st.,
at the L. & N. R. R., and who lives
at 508 North Main street, says: I
advise the use of Doan's Kidney
Pills in all oases similar to that of
my son who for some time com-
plained of backacbe and was troubled
with a kidney weakness which was
very annoying at night. We tried
many different remidlos sad he was
treated by.tbe family physician but
hothing seemed to do him much
good. I learned about Doan's Kid-
ney Pills and got a box at John-
son's drug store. He used them
and there was a noticeable improve-
ment in &short time. After he had
taken all of the contents the trouble
which had proven such an annoyance
was entirely relieved. We consider
Doan's Kidney Pills certainly
worthy of strong endorsement.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
dents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, tele agent* for the United
States.
Remember the name—Dorm's—sad
tilte:ao OWN%
EcZE
In July, 1883, I began tobreak out with
Eczema on my timid, legs and arms, and
12 not treatment with local doctor
s, but
get much relief. They said the dis-
ease had become chronic. I then quit thetn
and tried various ointments and soaps for
another two years, but as soon as cold
weather came I was as bad off as ever, so I
finally decided to let medicine alone, and
for twelve or thirteen years did nothing
towards curing the Brume, except bath-
ing. This seemed to do about as much
good as anything I had tried.
During the time I lost about one-half of
my hair. I began S. S. S. doubtful of a
cure, because the disease had run so long,
but soon discovered your medicine was
doing me good, and continued to take it.
I used *even bottles, when I was com-
pletely cured, not having a single spot on
my body, which before was almost com-
pletely covered. F. C. NORFOLK.
1017 Hackberry St., Ottumwa, Is.
The head, feet and hands are usually
the parts affected, though the disease ap-
pears on other parts of the body. While ex-
ternal applications allay the itching and
burning temporarily, it is the acids thrown
off by the blood that cause the irritatiou
and eruptions upon the skin. The acids
must be neutralized and the system cleans-
ed of all humors and poisons before the
cure is permanent.
S. S. S. is guaran-
teed entirely free
of Potash, Arsenic
and other miner-
als. Book on the
skin and its di,.
eases sent free.
Medical advice
furnished free.
The Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga.
_ .
Death of Child.
(From Monday's Daily.)
James Robert McClure, the brig
ht
little son of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Mc
•
Clure, died Sunday at the home 
of
his parents. Spinal mermaids 
was
the immediate cause of death. 
The
child was two and a half years 
old,
and was unusually promising 
and
attractive, being a favorite wit
h
veryone. The funeral took pla
oe
morning at 9:30 o'clock at the grave
in Hopewell cemetery.
vh MeV, ese
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BRASHMR-PROW81E.
Mr. I. S. Priwse and Miss Carrie
M. Brasher were married Sunday
afternoon at the bride's home on Jes-
ups avenue. 'I he ceremony was pr
o
pounced by It'-v. H. 0. Smith.
The groom it) a brother of County
Clerk John P. Prowse, and is one of
the most substantial farmers of North
Chr.stiati. The bride is a daughter
of Mr. Larkin T. Brasher and is a
talented lady, being one of the coun-
ty's most successful school teachers.
ON THE ROAD.
Mr. W. E. Trahern has accepted a
position as traveling salesman for
the drug firm of Spurlock, Neal &
Co., of Nashville, and will make his
initial trip next week. His territory
is quite extensive, embracing the
larger portion of Western Kentucky
and Tennessee. Mr. Trahern will
be able to spee,tel each Sunday at
home and will make this city tis
heatiquarters.
MR. BINS DEAD
Formerly Editor of a News-
paper in Hopkinsville.
Mr George H. Dains, secretary of
the Paducah Commercial Club and
one of the most prominent men in
the city of Paducah, died Saturday
ett Asheville, N. C., at the age of
forty-two years. He had been a suf-
ferer from consumption for a long
while. He was owner of the Padu-
cah Canning Co. Mr. Damns was at
one time editor of a Republican
newspaper in this city.
.•••••••••••
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SMALL JUDGMENT
Sued For $10,250 and Was
Awarded 875.
(From Monday's Daily.)
The jury in the case against the
Empire Coal & Mining compan
y
brought by Mitchell Lynch through
his next friend for $10,240 damages
returned a verdict this Morning
awarding the plaintiff $76. Lynch
claimed to have been permanently
Injured by falling slate due to care-
lessness in the employes of the com-
pany in not nalig the roof of the
mine properly faced.
ODD nri:Lows CARNIVAL
WILL HOLD SWAY
A Cala Period Filled With
Entertainment And
Fun.
The Robinson Carnival company
which will furnish the attractions
for the big Odd Fellows carnival next
week has just concluded a most suc-
cessful engagement at Frankfort,
and this week will delight the people
of Bowling Green at the Red Men's
festival.
Wheu the name of Robinson is at-
tached to any amusement enterprise
it is a sure guarantee of the charac-
ter of the various exhibitions which
will be forthcoming.
Robinson is well known to the peo-
ple of Kentucky and the people know
what he promises he always fulfills.
He does not deal in generalities. He
deals in facts. He has gathered in
one vast consolidation a number of
first-class attractions, all of which
are moral, meritorious and well wor-
thy of the patronage of the masses
These many exhibits have been
confederated in oue vast enterprise
and are known throughout the coun-
try as tht famous Robinson Amuse-
ment company. Tt•ev comprise in
their entirety twelve grand shows,
In addition to which are four won-
derful free acts and the world fam
ed
Royal Italian Band.
10:oin the Eastern boundary of this
state to all of its boundaries the Rob-
inson shows have exhibited during
this season. Maysville, Paris, Lei-
ington, Genrgetown and many other
places in the state are loud in their
praise of the Great Robinson shows.
CIA. OD IP COILIt.
Bears Os Da lel Yes Hine Aiwa Boug
ht
of
aw e
A high-class p paradon for the hair. IC the hairs* And
glossy and' prevents spliaing at the ends. urea dandruff an
always restores color to gray hair. 11,nerricalr.z.--
reat.
awwhy
Do you need
a nerve tonic?
If so, get a BICYCLE. It will build you
up again and you wont have that tired feel-
ing. We sell the run-easy kind. CHEAP
FOR CASH.
We carry the only complete stock of' bi-
cycle tirer, saddles, ramps, handle bars and
in fact everything to mend bicycles with and
have men to repair them that have had e:c-
perience aLd are experts.
Guns! Guns! chins!
We sell guns, and gun repairing a special-
ty and in short notice. Give us a trial and
be convinced that we are the best in town.
E.M.Mossek Co
Sixth Street.
NpvkaiRmwm RWARAMANA
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BRAME'S STABLE
Successor to Golay & Brame. Cor. 7th &
 Vir. Sts.
LIVERY AND FEED STABLE
For a nice drive, up-to-date rigs and cou
rteous attention give
me a call. Hack service for the city—me
eting all trains. Fune-
ral and wedding parties a specialty. 
Home phone BIB, Cumber-
land phone 32. I will be glad to hav
e all my friends give me
their patronage.
Howard Brame, Hop*insville, Ky.
1
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ankrupt Public Said
District Court of the United States
Western Distict of KentucRy
In the matter of
JOHN H. GLOVER In 
BanKrupter
bardirupt
NOTICE OF SALE.
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale rendered 
before J. I. Landes, Referee in Bankrupey,
 in ths
above lifted' ease, I will, about 11 a. m.,
 AT TffE COURT HOUSE DOOR IN 
HOPHINSVILLE, Christina
County, Kentucky, on
Monday, Nov. 7th, 1904
Being County Court day, offer for site at 
Public Outcry to the highest and best
 bidder, on a credit of six
monthra, the purchaser to execute bond 
with gocd security for the purchese price, 
bearing six per tient interest
from date of sale the following described 
real estate:
THAT TRACT OF LAND
on which John H. Glover now resides, near 
Herndon, about 12 miles south of Hopki
nsville, Christian county,
Kentucky, on the Dover and Palmyra roa
ds, and bounded as follows, vs: Beginnin
g at a stake 8 E corner of a
1094 sore survey layed off for E. Champlin 
and wife, thence with a line of said 1091 s
ore survey N. W. 288
poles to a stake, another 00filef of said sur
vey, thence N. 894 E. 2021 poles to a black
 jack stump near I. Ds-
viA's fence, thence with said Davie's line S. 2
37 poles to 3 black jacks. corner to the tract of 
land occupied by
r. Minnington, thence 894 W. 961 poles to 
the beginning, containing 306 acres more or
 lest.
The purchaser will be required to promptl
y comply with the terms of sale.
PERSONAL PROPERTY.
I will also sell on the premises near Hern
don, Ky., on
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1904,
The personal property of said estate of John
 H. Glover, Consisting of
About 70 acres of Corn in Shock, 
About 30 acres Pea Hay cut and in barn,
4 good Work Mules, 3 head of Cattle, 
Lot of Hogs Fine Mare and Colt
Two Farm Wagons, Two Binders, O
ne Mower, One Geiser Wheat Separator
One Eclipse 16 horse Traction Engine O
ne Water Tank 1 Clover Huller
One Cary Corn Shredder, One Westin
ghouse Pea Huller, One Disc Cultivato
One Fertilizer Drill, One Disc Harrow, 
One Cook Kitchen
and other property and Farming Implements.
TERMS.
All sums of ten dollars and under CASH. 
On amounts over ten dollars on a credit of three mo
nths (or
cash if desired). Purchaser required to execu
te notes bearing 6 per cent interest trots date of 
sale with good
and approved security. No prverty 
removed from premise4:until terms of salvias compl
ied with.
J. D. IRUSSELL, Trustee,
For John H.Cilover, Bankrupt.
MR. BEECHER'S LECTURE ON
THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
Let another man praise thee, not
thine own mouth; a stranger, and
Sot thine own lips.—Prov. xxvli, 2.
If any man, however, deserving,
begins to show off and brag, speak-
lag often & his past record and pub-
lic services, he makes himself of-
fensive.
But when a general gives credit to
his brother geuerals and ascribes
victory to their wisdom and valor of
the army, then all are pleased. Such
words are twice useful—they profit
him that speaks, and them of whom
they are spoken.
In something the same way, we
are offended when we hear or read
the words which churchmen speak,
in praise each of hie own church or
denomination. They seem conceited,
arrogant, offensive. They promote
;vela glory at home and ill will
abroad.
But it has seemed to me that
Christian pastors and prelates might
be at least as courteous one to sm-
others. army officers are! And if
we would note and praise the beauty
of our sister churches more, and
silence our own boastfulness, there
might come to pass among Chi laden
people a smilink, charity and peace-
ful rejoicing.
I invite you, therefore, this eve-
ning, to view the beauty, the uses
and the truth that belong to those
Christians among us who are popu-
larly called
EPISCOPALIANS.
In tbis city there are four kinds of
churches that have Bishops, and
therefore may call themselves Epis-
copal.
Roman Episcopal.
Protestant Episcopal.
Methodist Episcopal.
American Methodist Episcopal
Zion.
But only one of these is generally
known as the Episcopal church, viz:
the P. E. Church. represented in this
city by two parishes and a mission.
This Episcopal church in America
is in fact a eontinuation of the
Church of England. Gardeners lay
down a branch of • vine and stake
It fast and cover it till it takes root,
and then cut it off and leave it to
grow by its own roots, so the Episco-
pal church in this land was a branch
of the Church of England, which
was laid down and rooted; and by
our Revolutionary war-was cut off to
grow ever since with roots of its
Own.
The Church in America differs
from the Church of England in those
matters chit fly that must needs have
been changed because these States
ceased to be colonies and became a
nation with differing political con-
stitution. Instead of King, the
churchman in America says Presi-
fiedt; for Parliament, Congress: he
needs a prayer quite new for his
Legislature, and Governor, for in
England there were none such. But
he drop. all mention of the gunpow-
der plot, the martyrdom of Charles
1., the accession and happy reign of
our Sovereign lady, Queen Victoria,
and all other strietly English events.
The American church omits, too,
the Anthanasith creed, which le long
and true, but has a dry and funny
rattle to it that makes irreverent
people smile.
Of all Protestant churches the
Episcopal best deserves the nam
reformed. She preserves so many
of the usages arid excellencies of the
Roman Church, and so few of her
errors, that it is quite easy to per
()sive that she is a Reformed Church.
All other protestant churches seem
revolutionary rather than reformed.
The reformation in England was
more than two hundred years long.
There were no volcanic convulsions;
no one brilliant Fourth of July day,
In which the great reform was pro-
claimed. Nor was the reformation
purely and disinterestedly religious.
Virhen the Pope (Urban V. NM)
demanded large sums of money, it.
payment of tribute long in arrear,
Parliament gave willing ear to the
reformer Wickliffe, who denied the
authority of Rome, and so excused
the nation from paying its debt.
After* ards (1880) this great man
finished a translation of the Latin
Bible into English! He wrote tracts
for the people. He revived preset,-
lag to the people. His disciples
went diligently up and down thd
land, teaching and preaching the
truth and the authority of Holy
Scripture.
Thus, one hundred and fifty years
before Luther was heard of as a rev-
olutionary reforme4.(1618) the leaven
of Bible reading and private think-
ing was at work among the Enm:-
lish people.
But the Church in England was
still Roman Catholic, notwithstand-
ing the work that was going on
among the people. The blowers of
,
-
Wickliffe, known in history as Lol-
lards, hays furnished thousands of
names to the Bishops' list of here-
tics, elsewhere known as the noble
army of martyrs.
During the reign of Henry VIII
(1584) the church in England was
declared independent of Rome. This
was perhaps the crisis of the English
lish Reformation. King Henry was
a men uot unlike the famous King
David, in his love for women, his
tempestuout piety and intermittent
conscieutiousnese.—He was a many
sided, large patterned min; a riddle
to all small-eyed writers of history.
This curious King, having married
his brother's widow by special per-
mission of the church, by and by, ap-
plied to that same church to declare
the marriage unlawful; and when
the Bishop of Rome would not grant
this required divorce, Henry, the
headstrong and hearty, declared it.
himself, married again, laughed at
his own excommunication, caueed
himself to be proclaimed supreme
head of the Church of Eugland, and
to prove that in all these steps he
was quite right, be cut off any man's
head who should dispute or deny the
same—Sir Thomas Moore, (1584)•
Thus, then, we come to a Church
independent of Rome, but not yet re-
formed.—The Bible was in many
churches. Yet men, not a few, were
slain for reading it and talking it.
Among these, William Tyndale, de-
serves our mention; for he translat-
ed the New Testament into felici-
tious English and established much
wise doctrine, in consequence of
Which he was duly strangled and
burned.
The King multiplied Bibles but
cut off Bible ritaders.
After Henry and hie stormy ways
cames pious and gentle Edward VI.
to the throne, and at once the flower
of reform began to blossom, and the
Church to show the features which
she wears today.
The English Bible was read by les-
sons at morning and evening service
as now. The Liturgy was translated
and said in English. The Creed of
the Church was packed in Forty-two
Articles, afterwards reduced to the
famous Thirty-nine. Accordingly
both the bread and wine were given
to the common people at the sacra-
ment. And other reforms and puri-
fying' were set afoot.
Edward's reign was a short one,
(1647-680 long enough to introduce
these changes, yet short enough to
keep the Protestants from getting
too much headway.
After him came the pious but
gloomy and unhappy Queen Mary.
who strove to bring the realm of
England back to Rome. She caused
persuasive fires to be kindled for the
good of dissenting souls. She did
what she could, but she could not
undo the Reformation. Parliament
and the people were too much for her.
But her opposition kept the reform-
ers from running into extravagance
and cruelty.
After Mary came Elizabeth, who
caused Roman Catholics at one ex-
treme and Puritans, at the other to
feel her scorn and stiffer fines, im-
prisonment and death.
Then came James I, of England,
by whose order our present Bible
was prepared and printed and au-
thorized.
And thus from reign to rein the
Church of England came down, ac-
quiring little by little her present
snaps, and laying off the corruption
and unreason of the It maim Church
as then existing and aaminIstered in
that rude age.
The Prayer-Beok may be called
substantial!: complete as we now
have it, in the seventh century (1861.)
Thus reformed Church of England
filled up nearly three hundred years
in her work of purifying and simpli-
fying. And of all Protestant
Cburchea,therefore she best deserves
the name Reformed.
In this country the first parish of
this Church was probably that in
Jatnestown, Va., 1806-6. Down to the
Revolutionary War, the Church in
this laud was uuder the care of Che
Bishops of London.
Shortly after the Revolution an ap-
plication was made to Parliament to
allow an American Bishop to be con-
secrated. But the Puritans and Pres-
byterians opposed the proposition,
and so Mr. Seahury the candidate,
had to put up with a recond rate con-
secration at the hands of certain
Scotch Bishops. But at last, in 1787,
Parliament allowed the Archbishop
of Canterbury to consecrate three
regular, first class Bishops for New
York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia,
respectively. Since then the holy
unction has not been allowed to fall.
With pious care, it has been propa-
gated. And the Episcopal Chutch in
I hese Stet,s et ande, today as
truly and regularly ,In the line of
Apostolic Succession as the Church
•
of England herself.
After this mere outline of . her his-
tory, it remains that I note some of
her excellent uses and beauties.
1. The Episcopal Church offers for
our use the most venerable liturgy
in the English tongue. The devo-
tional treasures of the Roman Cath-
olic Church are embalmed and bur-
ied in Latin. But in English, there
are no lessons, gospels, psalms, col-
lects, confessions, thanksgivings,
prayers—in one word, no religious
Form Book that can stand a •_2Joitietit
in comparison with the Prayer Book
of the Episcopal Church ip the two
fold quality of richness and age.
The proper name, because truly de-
scriptive, for thie Church. wou,,1 be
Church of the Prayer Book As is
the way with all other Churches, so
here, the Church champions and
leaders have teeny wise things to efty
about the Church and her preroga-
tive. But the pious multitude that
frequent her courts are drawn thither
mostly by love of the prayers teici
praises, the litenies and lessens of
the Prayer Book.
And,brethren of every nein-, I cer-
tify you that you rarely hear in sly
church a prayer spoken in English.
that is not indebted to the Prayer
Book for some of its choicest periods.
And further, I doubt whether life
has in store for any of you an uplift
so high, or downfall so deep,but that
you can find company for your soul
and fitting words for your lips among
the treasures of this Book df Com-
mon Prayer.
In all time of our tribulation; in all
time of our prosperity; in the hour
of death and in the Day of Judg-
ment; Good Lord, deliver us.
As a consequence of the Prayer
Book and its use I note:
2. The Episcopal Church preserves
a very high grade of dignity,deceuey,
propriety and permanence in all her
public offices.
In nearly every newspaper you
may read some funny story based up-
on the ignorance or eccentricity or
blasphemous familiarity of some ex-
temporizing prayer-make. All of you
here present have been at soine time
shocked or bored by public devot-
Monet performances. Nothing of
this sort ever occurs in the Episcopal
church. All thins are done and
spoken decently and in order.
And so, too, of permanence and its
accumulating worth of holy associa-
tion—no transient observer can ade-
quately value this treasure of a
birth-right Churchman.
To be using today the selfsame
woids that have through the cen-
turies declared the faith or, made
known the prayer of that mighty
multitude, who being now delivered
from the burdens of the flesh are in
joy and felicity.
To be baptized in infancy, and
never to know a time when we were
not recognized and welcome among
the millions who hive entered at the
same door.
To be confirmed in due time in a
faith that has sustained a noble
army of confessors, approving its
worth through persecutions and
prosperities, a strength to time tried
aud a cheitening to the worldly.
minded.
To be married by an authority be-
fore which Kings and peasants bow
alike, Asking benediction upon the
covenant that without respect of
persons binds by the words of Jury,
the highest and the lowest.
To bring our new-born children as
we were brought, to begin w: ere we
began, to grow up and fill our
places:
To die in the faith and almosj, hear
the gospel words soon to be spoken
over one'a own grave as over the
thousand times ten thousand of them
who have slept in Jesus:
In short, to be a devout and con-
sistent Churchman, bring a man
through aisles fragrant with holy as-
sociation, and accompanied by a
long procession of the good, chanting
as they maroh a unison of piety and
hope until they come to the holy
place where shining saints sing the
new song of the redeemed. And they
sing with them.
Another excellence I note: .
8. The Episcopal church furnishes
(to all who need such comfort) the
assurance of an .,organic and un-
broken unity atisi.lencoession from
Jesus Christ through the Apostles
by a line of authentic Bishops down
to Bishop Huntington, or this dio-
cese.
King Henry VIII. and Queen
Elizabeth, with their proclamations
end Parliaments, are so conspicuous
and fill so much space in the merely
political history of the English
Church, that many able writers deny
thet the river of apostolic succession
so demned by them, could ever get
around the darn and flow along again
pure and uncontaminated. I cannot
decide this question absolutely.
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What I say is this: The Apostolic
Succession in the Episcopal Church
can be traced back so many hundred
years in the dim past that it is no
shame to any mac to say, "I believe
it to extend back to Peter, Paul and
John;" and he who verily believes
that the ordaining or confirming
hand of the Bishop of this Diocese,
is electric with the spiritual life that
proceeds from Jesus of Galilee, will
find it a hand of virtue and worh.
He who doubts will find it a hand of
form and ceremony.
And so without otopp'.ng to decide
the question whether our Bishop is
really a successor of Paul or John, I
say that the Episcopal church ef-
folds so much evidence that she has
In her Episcopate the true succes-
sion, that it is no shame to any com-
mon man to believe her. And if a
men believes in his Bishop he will
get from him all the benefits that
cone- from Bishops.
Brethren, many needy souls are
not able to lay hold upon 0d one by
One. They cannot, appropriate a gos-
pel promise to themselves. Like Job
of old they say: -If I had called
and he had answered me, yet would
I not believe that he had hearkened
unto my voice!"—viii. 18.
Such extreme and exemplary hu-
mility asks for and needs a Church
ark, and the hemble place and priv-
ilege of a private passenger. The ark
oh God that shall outride the Deluge.
The Church of Christ, in which is
found salvation.
I say then that the claims of the
Episcopal church to be such an ark
of God, or Church of Christ endow-
ed with sacraments, absolutions and
profitable authority are for all prac-
tical purposes valid.
I leave historians and ecciesiasts to
their endless words, and assert that
the poor in spirit who seek comfort
and salvation i through the offices of
the Episcopal church, are as well off
in her as they can he in any church.
And since many are profoundly pre-
judiced against the Church of Rome,
lam happy to point all such to a sure
welcome in the Episcopal church,
with sacraments, successions and
authority as good as the best.
4. The Episcopal Church is excel-
lent in her provisions for Christian'
education and pious drill.
Churches that avowedly receive
very young infants as members
must necessarily provide education
for these accepted children. Accord-
ingly the Episcopal Church is char-
acteristically a Church for the train-
ing of children, just as some sister
Churches are characteristicslly re-
vival Churches for the conversion of
grown folk.
In the Prayer Book and Church
Almanac you find the Christian year
divided into periods separated by
high-days—monuments and memo-
rials of Christian story. This Chris-
tian calendar agrees very nearly.
with that of the Roman church. And
he is an unusually well-informed
Christian who can read over this
catalogue of days, and in few worth
tell the story that each day cele-
brates! But a birthright Churchman
who has been quietly trained iii a
Churc'i home for fifteen years, a 111
nred very little teaching.
In connection with this calendar Is
a system of lessons in .following
which, the reader is led through the
entire Bible each year, and through
Its more profitable parts, inuuthly or
oftener.
He, who for years has been a
Churchman, and yet remains
gr( undid In Scripture, shows hin -
self an unworthy son of a very faith.
ful mother.
By the Lessons, Gospels, Epistles-
Psalms, and Collects appointed for
special fast or feast days, the events
commemorated by that day are
wrought into the memory of every
worshipper. And by seasons longer
or shorter of special religious effort
and observance, this Church setts.
des the want which other Churches
satisfy by weeks of prayer, protract-
ed meetings and long revivals.
A good school is a dull place to any
visitor who rushes in to find sensa-
tion and excitement. He will call it
dry, poky, stupid. In like manner
many religious sensation makers
and sensation seekers will promptly
vote the Church calendar and all its
smooth machinery of pious drill, a
very dull substitute for a regular.
rousing revival. But, in the long
run, the Church that steadily trains
and teaches will outlive the Church
that only arouses and startles. "If
ye continue in My word, then ye are
My disciples indeed."
6. This Church makes a distinction
between her Creed as a Church,
which all her officers must subscribe,
and that much shorter declaration of
faith which she expects from her
children.
This Church never vexes her con-
verts with profound questions in
To any and to all scab. asking no
further questions, thls catholic and
moat generous Church approaches
and by the hand of her priest gives
the consecrated head with benedic-
tion. "The body of our Lord Christ,
which was given for thee, preserve
thy body and soul unto everlasting
life. Take and eat this in remem-
brance that Christ died for thee;
feed on Him in thy heart by faith,
with thanksgiving." Arid with like
words the consecrated wine: "Drink
this in remembrance that Christ's
blood was shed for thee—and be
thankful.-
Citizens and Christians, all! Bt -
cause this Episcopal Churth is tt re-
formed Cnurch and no revolutionary;
because her Book of Prayer is rich
and venerable above all in the Eng-
lish tongue; because her ritual pro-.
motes deceacy, dignity, prosperity
bed permanence; because her histo-
ric union through the Apostles with
Christ comforts and satisfies so many
souls; because she adopt. her Infant
children and provides for them edu-
cation and drill; and becausie with
large hospitality she proffers her Sac-
rament to all true believers of every'
Dame; therefore from her own Psal-
ter let us take the words wherewith
to bless her: "They shall prosper
that love thee. Police be within thy
walls, and plenteous within thy pal-
aces. For my brethren and compan-
ions' sakes I will wish thee p..oisperi-
ty. Yea, because of the house of the
Lord cur God I will seek to do the
good."
• LOOKS ROSY.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Oct. 10.—
Chairman Cowherd, of the Demo-
cratic Congressional Committee,
says the estimates of district leaders
In all the doubtful districts indicate
dreldtd trend toward the Demo-
cratic nominees.
President Roosevelt
Asked to Aid the
Project.
iSpscial to New Era.)
ST. LOUIS, Oct. 11.—The Mita ;
Exective Commissioners' assestatiek
at the World's Fair grounded's:dated-%
for a permanent museum and mad
that immediate steps be taken to telr'?'
quest of President Roosevelle
the Uniteu States government
lug should be maintained,
national exposition building1.
the great palaces be maintained
til they can be utilized in working t
out the details of the establ
of the permanent expositioir, sled
that United Status troops be at 110013
as possible placed to guard all such
buildings preliminary to their being
turned over to the government.
Mrs. Stewart's Death.,
Mrs. Hattie Stewart, wife of
Columbus Stewart, died at 8
last Saturday afternoon at her boss
near Gracey, after an illness of tW•
or three weeks of typhoid fever. Kra:,
Stewart was before marriage a Mew
Ladd and was born and reared
Cerulean Springs. She leaves* b
band and two little girls to min
her loss. Her death causes general
sorrow in the Oracey neighborhood.
VOLEYS
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I FramingPictures.
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House Work Is Hard Work without GOLD
HASH
. THW
NEWS
saves t he wort,'
that it may be
seen by suffering humanity every-
where. • Is
Life Plant
the meat marvelous medical disco,-
ery the world has ever known, ei411
neleldy and permanently cure
RHEUMATISM, CAIARRH and
all BLOOD DISEASE—It strikes at
the very root oi the disease—by
driving the poison from the blood—
and replacinz it with pure rich blood
—DISEASE can not EXIST when
the BLOOD is I'l: it.E. LIFE PLANT
Makes it so, aril nature does her
part and disease is soon forgotten in
'be enjoyment of perfect *eat&
Oar guarantee is—NO CURE 110
PAY.
Mrs Chas. Staab, ot Fifth et., New
r
Ionia, 0„ says:-For three meetis
had rheumatism In a very wirrore Iona
fees were so badly sir011en Wit they
as 11 I were standing on oodles
COOS walk only with great &Moult, and
TOM pain. Tbe pain was so severe al
eS 
many sleeplem bourse% night. I
a great sunerer. Could and so reo
IM I took LIVE FLAMM, Tao
lured sase I «raw sar no
meek tar Il.
Hie. ONLY BY
TUE LIFE PLANT CO..
CANTON. 0.
• We pay the market prices and
.4J *POT CASH. We buy in all quail-
JillItlea, large and small. Ready to do
%liminess at all times. Call and see
as for prices.
Ar'
G. W. Wiley & Co.
Established IBM
sojears snooessful record.
.The Great Business Training
School of Louisville
offers the latest and, best
methods, and the most com-
plete course of study in,
liPennsianship, Shorthand, Tvpewrit-
Ing and other branches
pertaining toe
BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Able and experienced teachers.
School open the entire year.
Students may enter at any time.
S AZGANT CATALOGUE FREE
E. J. WRIGHT, Pres.,
N. B. Cot. 91 and %ainut Sta.
COSIISVIIIC, KV.
ALMOST FREE
THE
Twice-a-Week Republic
—AND—
The Modern Farmer
FOR
20 CENTS
To give every render in this terri-
tory alL the campaign and election
sows and an exoelleot farm journal,
we will send upon receipt of twenty
, Nato
•"rho Twice-a-Week Republic.
including The Farm Visitor, from
sow until December 1904, and
Thee Modorn Farmer.
A Farmer's Family Newepaper,
From Dec. 1, 1904, to Dec. 1, 1906.
This Is an unprecedented offer you
isanot afford ,to miss. Send 90 cents
at ease and pt regularly the News
of the Day, the Campaign, the Farm
and some.
Bo ogre to address all mail to
Tao Republic, St. Louhig Mo.
SAMPLE COPIES FREE
both papers are not &wind
=for either &mustily
stated above will be
peo riiiipt of TEN
Fill ERS WERE IN SESSION TO
OfICANIZE FOR THEIR PROTECTION.
HUNDREDS WERE 'HERE
The Tobacco Growers Show
They Are In Earnest and
Mean Business.
(From Saturday's Daily)
Hundreds of Christian °minty far-
mers were assembled at the court-
house this afternoon for the purpose
of organising on the plan adopted by
the Dark Tobacco Growere' associa-
tion to resist the encroachments of
the trust that has been mercilessly
robbing them of their tobacco crops.
Every section of the county was rep-
resented, and the enthusiasm and in-
terest manifested prove their earn-
estness and their intention to fight
to a finish for reasonable prices and
the general betterment of their con-
dition.
Dr. John D. Clardy, chairman pro
tem., called the ineetiug to order and
read the constitution adopted by the
Dark Tobacco District Association
at the Guthrie meeting a short time
ago. He explained that England
and Germany were the only foreign
countries which are apen to Ameri-
can tobacco at all, the other countries
having their tobacco purchased
through syndicates. He stated that
the best way, in his opinion, to rem-
edy this was by laws preventing
these countries from selling their
products here unless they allow
our tobacco to be sold there, of
course, bearing a reasonable tariff
He also explained the atrangement
already made with banks whereby
money wit,, to be advanced on tsobac-
cm when it was stored in a suitable
warehouse where it could be protect-
ed, identified and insured and the
proll,able disposal of the crop nego-
tiated.
He explained that the executive
committee, composed of a member
from each of the counties in the eark
tobacco district, would have entire
control of the tobacco of the organi-
zation to either sell or reject bids on
the tobacco, thereby compelling pur-
chasers to give a fair and satisfactory
price. All expenses, he said, were to
be met by pro rata charge to be paid
from proceeds of crop when sold.
Mr. Chas. Backer, who was elected
vice president of the organization at
Guthrie, spoke of the look of knowl-
edge generally of the farmer himself,
even of the grades and value of to-
bacco and showed how an executive
committee who was kept advised
of the markets and grades of tobacco
could make more for the farmers.
In the election of the county com-
mittee, a member from each magis-
terial distri3t was selected as follows
by farmers living in the respective
districts:
LONCiVIEW DISTRICT.
R. F. Rives.
HOWELL AND LAFAYETTE.
S. J. Lowry.
FRUIT HILL.
J. T. Walker.
SCATES' HILL AND BAINBRIDGE,
R. O. Hopson.
505TH HOPKI NEW I ILK.
D. .1. McCord.
SOUTH HOPKINSVILLE.
M. H. Carroll.
UNION SCHOOL HOUSE
E. D. Jones.
John A. Browning, of Church Hill,
was elected county secretary.
VI. C. Forbes, E. M. Flack, Charles
E. Barker, and J. F. Garnett briefly
addressed the convention.
E. D. Jones was elected chairman
and D. 5. McCord vice chairman of
the county committee or board of di-
rectors.
Afterthe farmers present Signed
the BollatittltiOn adopted at the GOO-
N* convention, the meetiag
520,000 BUILDING
WILL BE ERECTED ON
WEST SEVENTH STREET
Question of Taxing Meat
Peddlers Is Debated Be-
fore Council.
The city council met in regular
session last night with Mayor Henry
and all the councilmen present. Af-
ter the reading of the minutes the
reports of t'le city Judge, city treas-
urer, chief of police and cemetery
sexton were flied and approved.
Judge Joe McCarroll, representing
the school board, appeared before
the council and asked for an ordi-
nance to be passed allowing the
school board to iLcur an indebted-
ness not to exceed $20,000 for the
erection of a school building on their
lot on West Seventh street and an
ordinance was passed in compliance
with the request.
The proprietors of several meat
shops were present and Mr. F. L.
Wilkerson appeared in their behalf
with a request for an ordinance to be
passed fixing a license of $50 per year
for meat peddlers. The meat shop
men claimed that as tax payers they
should have some protection. Mr.
J. F. Rogers made a speech opposing
the amount of the desired license,
claiming it was exorbitant. No ac-
tion was taken on the matter.
Following the action of the city
council in reference to the new pub.
lie school building, the ,board of
school trustees met last night and
considered plans and specifications
for the building and contractors' bids.
It was decided to erect a building
similar to the one on Virginia street,
which is regarded as a model school
building in every respect. The con-
tract was let today to the Forbes
Manufacturing company for $19,000.
Saved His Life.
J. W. Davenport, Wing°. Ky.,
writes, June 14, 1902: "I want to tell
you I believe Ballard'. Snow Lini-
ment saved my life. I was under the
treatment of two doctors, and they
told me one of lungs was entirely
gone, and the other badly affected
I also bad a lump in my side. I don't
think that I could have lived over
two months longer. I was induced by
a friend to try Ballard's Snow Lint-
mint. The first application gave me
great relief; two fifty-cent bottles
cured me sound and well. It is a
wonderful medicine and I recom-
mend it to suffering humanity." 25c,
60o, $1.00 at Ray & Fowler's.
Mrs Elizabeth V. Gaut has sold a
lot on East Seventh street, a part of
the old E. P. Campbell property, to
Mrs. Mary Gant Stites for $4.000.
Can You Eat?
J B. Taylor, a prominent mer-
chant of Chrisesman, Tex , says; "I
could not eat because of a weak
stomach. I lost all strength and ran
down in weight. All that money
could do was done, but all hope of
recovery 'vanished. Hearfng of aome
wonderful cures effected by use of
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure, I concluded
to try it. The first bottle benefitted
me, and after taking four bottles, I
am fully restored to my usual stren-
gth, weight and health." Kodol Dy-
spepsia Cure digests what you eat
and cures. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Fatal kidney and bladder troubles
can always be prevented by the use
of Foley's Kidney Cure.
Cood For Children.
The pleasant to take and harm-
less One Minute Cough Cure gives
instant relief in all cases of Cough,
Croup, and LaGrippe because it does
not pass immediately into,the stom-
ach, but takes effect right at the seat
of the trouble. It draws out the in-
flamation. heals and soothes and
cures permanently by enabling the
lungs t contribute pure life giving
and life sustaining oxygen to the
blood and tissues. Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
Foley's Hooey nod Tar always
stops the eolith and bells the lungs.
Refuse sUbetittitoll.
CLAIMS HELD OP
Hereafter County Judge Will
Designate Who Shall be
Vaccinated.
At the receut session of the fiscal
court several physicians of Hopkins-
vine and other point. in the county
filed accounts for various amounts
for services rendered iv veccinating
persons who claimed they were una-
ble to pay for this service themselves.
Filed with these claims were lists of
the persons who the physicians
cleimed to have vaccinated. All
these accounts were held up by the
court on the grounds that numbers
of the persons whose names were on
on the lists were amply able to pay
for their own vaccination while in
many other instances it was thought
the vaccination had not proven suc-
cessful. In order to cover the case
in the future the following order was
made:
"Ordered, that hereafter, when in
the opinion ot the judge of the Chris-
tian county court, it is necessary for
certain persons to be vaccinated, and
who are not financially able to pay
the expense of same, this court will
designate and appoint a competent
physician to do said work."
The matter stands now on this ba-
sis and it is not yet known what dis-
position will finally be made of the
claims.
Notes About People
("tom Saturday's Daily)
Mr. W. S. Davidson, of Hopkins.
villa, was in the city yesterday on
business.—Owensboro Inquirer.
Mr. B. H. Scott went to Hopkins.
yule today on business.—Paducith
News-Democrat.
Mrs. James Howe, of Nashville, is
In the city visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. E. W. Henderson.
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Headley and
son were in the city last night en
route to their nome in Cadiz from St
Louis.
Mrs. George Thacker is visiting in
Nashville.
Mrs. Edna Glover, of Princeton,
and Mrs. E. B. Long have returned
from Louisville.
Miss Clara Means has gone to St.
Louis to visit the exposition.
The Rev. H. D. Smith has return-
ed from Carlisle, Ky., where he con-
ducted a successful revival meeting
in the Christian church.
Miss Nell Thomas, of Marion, is
visiting the family of Mr. C. E.
Blakeinore.
Mrs. J. Nick Thomas,of Memphis,
has arrived in the city to visit her
sister, Mrs. C. E. Blakemore.
Miss Mildred Hubbard has return-
ed from Memphis.
Mrs. Pat Skarry has returned from
Duquoin where she spent the sum-
mer with relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Henderson will
leave tomorrow morning for St.
Louis.
Mrs. H. G. Shopert, of Revenna,
Ohio, is visiting her sister Mrs. R. F.
Ferguson, on East 14th street.
CORONER'S VERDICT
(From Saturday's Daily)
Coroner Alleasworth held an in-
quest over the remains of James
Boyd who was killed yesterday in a
negro ward at the asylum by James
Richardson with amop handle. Both
were lunatics. The verdict was that
the killing was "an unavoidable ac-
cident and not caused by the negli-
gence of any person, persons, compa-
ny or corporation.
Foliy's Roney and Tar positively
eures,011 tbroet 604 IUDS CHUAN&
Beau substitutes.
MR. R. R. LLOYD ANSWERS
SUDDEN CALL.
HE WAS DRIVING HOME
After Having Spent the Day
In HopkinsvIlle.—Funeral
Sunday Afternoon.
t Special to New Era.)
PEMBROKE, Ky., Oct. 8.—Mr.
R. R. Lloyd, a prominent citizen of
this place and one of the best known
men in Christian county, expired
suddenly yesterday afternoon while
driving home from Hopkinsville.
He had spent the dry in Hopkliiii-
villa attending to business matters,
and seemed to be In the best of health
and spirits. About 5 o'clock, while
passing through Selubria, he was
seen by persons driving behind him
to sway in the seat of his buggy and
to fall headlong to the ground.
When assistance reached him he
was dead of a heart affection. His
body was removed to his home in
Pembroke, and funeral services will
be held Sunday afternoon at the late
residence. He will be buried with
Masonic honors.
Mr. Lloyd was a native of Chris-
tian county and was held in highest
esteem by all who knew him He
conducted a wheat and tobacco bro-
kerage business, and had been a res-
and one son.
(dent of Pembroke about ten years. jeweIr y
He leaves a widow, four daughters
0 W
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do you suppose dip
into that bulk coffee
beJore you buy it?
comes in sealed,
tight packages; aci
chance for handling,
or dirt or things to
get in.
cloak Fresh sad Royal&
DeWitt is the name to look for whin
you so to buy Witch Hazel Salve
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve Is the
original and only Scnulnit• In fadDeWitt's Is the only Witch Hazel Salve
that is made from the unadulterated
•
PBS/PellaP if
C. DeWitt 4 Cc. allow
TO BRUNIE NOV. 1
(From Saturday's Daily) •
The local unions of the American
Society of Equity, an organization
having for its object the securing of
better prices for all products of the
farm, held a meeting in the city
court loom this morning. The meet-
ing was presided over by the presi-
dent, F. B. McCown, and Mr. L. L.
Dulin was secretary. The object of
the organization and its plans were
fully presented to the farmers who
were in attendance and considerable
interest was exhibited. It was or-
dered that the organization of the
society be postponed until the first
Monday in November, at which
time delegates to the national con- I
vention of at Lynchburg, Va., will HARD WICKbe elected.
Sensible
Silverware
Holmes & Edwards
sterling inlaid
spoons and forks
wear like sterl-
'Lig elver and 
•
cost like sil-
ver-plated Points
ware. on forks.
and spoons
which are
exposed to
ii greatest wear
are sterling silver
inlaid. The mark
of this ware is
Each piece is ruarosiesd
for .15 years.
Branch Office.
The Southern Express company
has established a branch money or-
der °Moe at Ray & Fowler's drug
store, corner Main and Ninth street,
for convenience of the public in that
part of the city.
Convict From Christian Will
Return Home.
The state prison coaimission has
granted a parole in the case of George
Murphy, colored, of Christian coun-
ty, an inmate of the state peniten-
tiary. Murphy has been confined
since March, 1891, on a life sentence.
He has worked in one ehop continu-
ously and has never been reported for
misconduct.
VICTIM or FEVER
W. G. Pillow died at his apart-
ments in the Merritt building on I
North Maio street last night of 
ty.I
ewelry .phoid fever. He was thirtyefour
years of age and leaves • family. The 
 
remains were shipped to ittiseellville
this morning for interment. The die
&mid had become a familiar *pre
on the 'streets here recently as be op.
*rated a pop wen msoblne.
FORsALt BY
Sole Agent.
"Solid Silver
Where it
Wears"
Gives the wearing quality of
solid silver at less than half the
cost, and are sold by all jewelers.
Spoons and forks stamped
"W▪ I 54$01*
waip dbaa.
-.1e01)
We are offering some of the greatest bargains that have ever been offered at this season of this ,
season's goods—all brand new goods, no old ones. all new fall and winter goods. Will be sold at
very low prices. As business has been a little slow for the past week or two and we have on hand
one of the largest stocks of merchandise that has ever been opened in the city and we must mov
it, and to do this we will give you our lowest nrices---prices that are as low(as those that will be
given very late in the winter after everything has been picked over. So this will be your chance \
to buy in season goods at out of season prices. We give you a few prices just to show you that
we mean what we say--that our prices are the lowest.
Few Prices oll Dress Goods
All Wool thirly-six inch Pebble
Granite in all colors, 25cPER YARD 
36 inch all wool Water Proof Covet in 50
all colors that has been selling at
75c, we will sell now at 
P'in Cecilian in all !colors that is r%
worth $1, we are offering at
%IOCPER YARD 
56 inch all wool heavy weight Suiting for Skirts and
Suits, 
be
In gray, black, brown and 85
blue, have en selling for $1.00.
We place on sale at... 
All wool heavy black:dress goods, 56
Inches wide, We will sell at only 50PER YARD 
•
$1.30 and $2.00 56 inch Broad Cloth, in all
colors, We will sell for only
PER YARD 
OUTING CLOTHS.
4
Flannelcites and Percalcs
We bought a large stock of this class of goods
quite a while ago, before the big advance in cotton.
So we guarantee that we cm n sell you these goods
lower than you will be able to able to duy elsewhere.
Table LilICD, Towels, Etc.
We bought the finest line of these goods that
could be found in New York and bought a big lot of
them at a low prices. Therefore we are able to sell
them to you 25 and 30 per cent lower than the same
class of goods could be sold anywhere eke in town.
So come and see us before buying
1 Ladics Cloaks and Suits
Our No i best heavy fleeced Outings; they are worth
121/c and 15C and come in solid colors
in blue, white pink and red, which
we will sell at
A good stripe and check Outing that is worth 7c
loc, we will sell at 
Also a good Outing that would be cheap at 8c CA
we will sell for 
Mace into the latest styles and shades for Fall
and winter. We have a very large stock and do not
want to take any chances of carrying any over so we
have put a very low price on these goods; do not buy
until you have seen our line and got our low prices.
We will save you money on any suit or cloak you
buy from us.
SUITS AND OVERCOATS
FOR fIEN AND BOYS.
If you buy a suit or overcoat from us you can
sure that you are buying the best that the market
affords, for we only sell you those that we know 'Iwo
can sell with a guarantee for fit, style and quality.
Our stock can not be beat and prices will please you
for they are low vices. So call on us when you want:
the best clothing to be had.
OUR STOCK OF SHOES
For Ladies, Misses and Boys is complete, so we are
able to furnish you with any kind of footwear you
can want, and every pair is sold with a guarantee
that if it is not just what we say it is just let us
know add we will make it good. You buy your shoes
from us and we will save you money.
TOPSY BRAND HOSIERY
For Ladies, Misses and Boys. You can find in our
large and complete stock just what you want ao just
the prices you want to phy.
THE JOHN MAYON CO
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STREAM OF TICKETS
where in this paper, goes to the per-
son whose name is on the first ticket
drawn, the second premium to the
second ticket, and so on throughout
the list. When remittances are sent
in fron a distance the tickets are al-
ONLY EYE WITNESS
I POURING INTO T H E ways placed in the wheel for the par- TO MAN NINCTON TRACE-
ty making the remittance, no matter S 
*VW ERA'S WHEEL. whether the writer requests this to DY 18 DEAD.
be done or not. This assures all who
pay on their subscriptions that they
will have a chance no matter where
they may live. Killing Of Carnie May Cive
Full informati in concerning this Young Wilbert His
Gift Distribution, as well as the list
Reed The List of Valuable
Premiums In this Issue
of the Paper.
Taking the old adage that.'N“thing
succeeds like sacoetes" as authority,
the great Gift Distribution now being
advertised by the New Era Co., will
be the biggest success of the season.
The offer has been open only a few
weeks and has hardly had tit% to
become thoroughly advertised, but
notwithstanding this fact the big
wheel in the office already contains
several hundred tickets and more are
being added each day.
The plan upon which the distribu-
tion will be conducted appeals to ell,
no matter whether they live in Hop-
kinsville and Christian county or at
the farthest boundary.of the country.
The premiums are numbered from
one to twenty-seven. When a per-
son pays fifty cents on subscription
to either the Daily or Weekly Ken-
tfteky New Era, either in advance or
on arrears, a blank ticket is issued
on which the name and postoftlee
address of the person paying is writ-
ten. When the wheel le opened the
the tickets will be drawn out one at
a time, and the premium numbered
one, which is a barrel of patent flour,
as will be meen nv reference to the
full invonium list published else.
of gifts can be found in this impres-
sion of the New Era. If you are not
fully conversant with the condition.
be sure and carefully read it over,
for you are sure to find something
which will appeal to you personally.
Pool-Cardner.
Mr. John G. Gardner, of Cerulean,
was married Tuesday morning at 9
o'clock to Mrs. Mary L. Pool at the
residence of Mr. R. A. Russell. near
the city. The ceremony was solemn-
ized by Rev. J. E. King, pastor of
the M. E. church at Cerulean. It
was a quiet home wedding with only
the inimedilte friends of the family.'
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner left on the 101
o'clock train for St. Louis to visit
the fair. The bride is an exceeding-r
ly attractivt. lady and a social favor-
ite. Mr. Gardner is highly esteemed 1
by his associates. and is a mat. of ex,- j
cellent business qualifications. There ;
are many friends who wish for them
a happy and prosperous Nture. 1
--sees
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Beam the
Signature of leatitt4
Liberty.
By the death of Frank Carrie, a
negro who, as stated in special des-
patches to the New Era, was idiot
and killed by his wife in Mtdison-
ville last Friday night, Louis Wil-
bert, the white boy in jail for the
murder of Gus McIntosh, may get
his liberty.
The killing of McIntosh, it will be
remembered, occurred at Manning-
ton, a town of which half lies in
Christian county and half in Hop-
kins. The killing was just across tne
line in Hopkins county,
The death of Carnie, according to
the Hustler, in all probability means
that youzig Wilbert will leave the
courthouse a free man this week.
One of the chief hopes for conviction
on the part of the commonwealth
was in the testimony of Carnie, who
was the only person, it is alleged,
that saw McIntosh die. At least,
the death of the negro means that
the punishment given the boy mur-
derer will be a great deal lighter
than had been expected.
C1.11.11111C
Bears the The Kind Yon Have Always Bought
Signature
of lAtte
4, PERSONAL
(From Wednesday's Daily)
Mr. and Mrs. James Claycomb, of
Owensboro, were in the city yester-
day en route home from Hopkins-
ville.—Henderson Gleaner.
Mr. M. E. Camden of Larkin, Ky.,
was in the city today.
Mr. Carltod Galbreath has return-
ed from St. Louie.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. McPherson and
FOB DIEDEFENDINT CAN KEEP THEM
Voters Do Not Have to Give
JURY FINDS VERDICT IN Up Certificates. 
An important question has beenTHE JACKSON CASE. 1
decided by the attorney general of
' the state. Some of the county clerks
A Suit Against Former Po- claimed that.the registration certifi-:
daughter, Miss Annie, left this morn-
election should be
cates when presented by voters atBeing  
election officers andMessrs. T. B. Fairleigh and F. M.1
preserved by the county clerk. The
attorney general, to whom the ques-
tion was referred, has decided that
(From Wednesday's "ally.) the certificates
and are to be retained by him,.
 are property of the
The fury in the case of W. P.
free administrator of fijrcb Jackson, Which means that when a certificate
caegmaipnastnythfeor$7000 Empire dCaomalageas Myesinteinrg_
must be returned to the voter, to be
d isplayed to the election officers it
day, returned a verdict in favor of used in subseqvent elections.
the coal company. Jackson was kill- the next registratioo.
ed by falling elate while working in
the mines and the suit was brought
by his administrator,the claim being
made that the accident was due to
the carelessness of the employes of
the company in not seeing that the
roof was properly braced.
The suit brought in the name of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky for
the use and benefit of R. L. Butler
against former policeman Lee Mor-
ris and his surety, is being heard in
Circuit court today. The suit was
brought for damages, Butler alleging
that Morris cruelly and unnecesarily
clubbed him last October while mak-
ing an arrest. This Case is being
tried by only eleven jurors. S. T.
Myere was accepted as juror in this
ease but was taken sick and was ex
cused, and both sides agreed to try
the case with eleven men.
big for St. Louis.
Ryan, left this morning for St. Louis.
Mr. E. R. Tandy will leave today
for French Lick Springs.
Prison Commissioner George V.
Grean has returned from Louisville.
Miss Mamie Gilliland *rho has
been visiting A. J. Lynn, left Mon-
day evening for Hopkinsville where
she will spend a week with her uncle,
Mr. Alex Gilliland, then return to
her home in MissIssippi.—Madison-
ville Hustler.
Mr. Robert J. Johnson, of Nash-
ville, is in the city.
Mr. Owen Meriwether, of Todd
county is in the city.
Mr. Will Edwards, of LaFayette,
was in the city today.
Mr. John A. Bacon, of Roaring
Spring, was here today.
Mrs. Jeanie Chalkley has returned
from a visit to her brother, Prof.Wil-
Ham Harrison, at Ruseellville.
Mrs. James Williamson left today
for Mayfield to join her husband,
pwho he c aso.taken charge of that ex-
change of the Cumberland Tele-
Mrs. F. P. Rensnaw and Miss Eura
Carey have returned from a three
week's visit to relatives in Plinois.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
miamets what you at.
liceman Is Now
Tried
•
the November
taken up by the
Wanted,
5,000 Geese
To be delivered from Sept.
19th to 24. To be fat and
full feathered. Write, phone
or call and see us for prioes.
6, IN, WILEY & COIN
9th St., near L. & N. Depot
Phone 26-3.
it
ESIDENT COMMERCIAL CLUB
OF LOUISIANA. SAYS:
"THERE IS NQ FINER MEDICINE THAN PE-RU-NA."
14'W W WASHBURN
PRESIDENT LOUISIANA CO1'JNARCL4L CLUB.
Ilinfibred With Kidney and Liver Trouble
Olor Twelve Years—Pe-ru-na Cured
116—reels Better Than for Twenty
Tears.
Hon. William Watson Washburn,
President of the Louisiana Commercial
Club, and a very well known man of
2rew Orleans, I.e., writes from 637 Canal
street.
MI sin satisfied that there is not a finer
medicine placed berore the public to-day
Shen Peruna. I have been troubled for
nearly twelve years with kidney and
liver trouble, and at times I have been a
pretty sick man, unable to attend to my
deities. I had about made up my mind
that no medicine could help me, when
oste of your booklets was brought to my
*Mee which I read in a leisure hour. I
then decided to give Peruna a trial and
bind that I had at last secured the
right medicine for me. For two months
I used it faithfully and then felt so well
I was like a young man once more.
This was over *year ago and I have not
had any trouble since. Although I am
in the seventies I feel better And more
active than I did thirty years ago."—
W. W. Washburn.
Most derangements of the kidneys are
due to catarrh of the kidneys. Peruna
is a catarrh remedy. This explains
why It is that Perim& mares a great
number of kidney diseases in which
the usual remedies fail.
If you do not receive prompt and satis-
factory results from the use of Peruna,
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
full statement of your ease, and he will
be pleased to give you his valuable ad-
vice gratis.
Address Dr. Hartman, l'resident of
The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus, 0.
WHIT YOU WILL SEE
T THE ODD FELLOWS'
BIC CARNIVAL.
A Partial List of Both
Pay and Free At-
tractions.
thel
The Odd Fellows Carnival next
week is expected to bring thousands
of people to the city.
The Robinson Amusement Compa-
ny, which will furnish the show,
hue record 61 unbroken successes
all over the country.
. The shone are clean and attractive.
A partial list of the pay attractions
follows:
The Willard Family—T;mple of
Music
The Mysterious Miss Jones.
The Abbott..
Dreamland.
The Old Plantation.
Train Robbing and Wild West.
•The Glass Show, with presenta for
everybody.
Turtle George.
Willie.
The Ferris Wheel.
Miniature Railroad.
Among the principal free attrac-
tions are:
Col. Niok Carter in his daring
plunge for life.
Mlle. Orooco in spiral ascent.
The famous Keach family.
Sybil.
Olivetti, Royal Italian Band.
Mr. Sam H. Joeeph, representative
of the Robinson Amusement Compa-
ny, la in the city completing all the
preliminary details of the big event.
Be bee had wide experience In the
business, having been in advance of
Barnum I Bailey, Sills Brothers,
Terepaaybs and other big shows.
The Paducah.
Au. gunboat Paducah wailstiocesa-
, Winched at Morris Heights.
Oafs May Veber, dangbfor of
impsif Padasab, shrletened
COMMISSIONER'S SALE.
Christian Circuit Court. Kentucky.
1 Clifton Simms' guardian, itc i
Against ', Equity
Clifton Simms. et al.
By virtue of a judgment and order
df sale of the Christian Circuit court,
rendered at the September term
thereof, 1904, in the above cause, I
shall proceed te offer for sale, at the
court house door, in Hopkinsville,
Ky., to the highest and best bidder,
on Saturday. the 29th day of Octo-
ber, 1904, between the hours of 1 p.
m. and 2. m., upon a crelit of six
months, the following described
property, to wit:
First.—A certain tract of land in
Christian county, Ky., on the waters
of Little river, and bounded as fol-
lows, to wit:
"Beginning at stone; thence S. 14
E. 18 polekto a small post oak on the
East side of a spring branch; thence
S. 3 W. 62% poles to a stake, Wat-
kin's corner; thence with said Wat-
kins' line, E. 92 poles and 16 links to
a stone and pointers; thence N. 74%
E. 16 poles ti a stone on the East
aide of a basin; thence N. 16% W.
61 poles to a stone and pointers in
Harrison'. line; thence N. 16% W
87 poles to a stone, said Harrison's
corner; thence S. 74% W. 102 pole.
to the beginning, containing 66 acres
more Or le.% "
Second—Also another tract or
parcel of' lend in the county of Chris-
tian. state of Kentucky, on the
waters of Little, river and bounded
as 01°ns:to wit: -
"Beginning at three red oaks in a
line, in the line of the Miles survey;
thence with a line thereof N. I E. 43
poles to a stake, corner to the said
Miles survey; thence 'with another
line thereof S. 89 W. 42 poles to a
stake with several potato* thence
S. 1 W. 42 poles to a — — on a hill
in said Grace's field; thence E. 42
poles to the beginning, containing
eleven acres."
The above two tracts of land lie
contiguous each to the other and
will be sr,ld a. a whole, and for the
purpose of re
-investment.
For the purchase price, the pur-
chaser must execute bond with ap-
proved surety or sureties, bearing le-
gal interest from the day of sale un-
til paid and having the force and ef-
fect of a replevin bond. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.
DOUGLAS BELL,
master Commissioner.
- .—.... - ......--
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i Dr. Edwards; specialty eye,ear, noes and throat. Test madefor glasses. Plicenix-Bldg., Mainstzset, Hopkinsville.
ROY SALMON SENDS I BOLE
CRASHING THROUGH HIS BRAIN
FORMER CITIZEN OF HOP-
KINSVILLE
CAUSE OF ACT UNKNOWN
duties• lie left about four o'clock
and held a lengthy conveisation with
his brother, R. M. Salmon, president
of the Crabtree Coal company, of Ill-
sley, on the street, and seemed to be
in the best of spirits.
A few moments later he remarked
to a friend that lie was going to end
his life, but was not taken seriously.
He then went alone to his office
Prominent Hopkins County and shortly afterward inmates of
Attorney Committed Sui- other offices located on the same
cide In His Office.
(Special to New Era.)
MADISONVILLE, Ky.. Oct. 12.—
Roy Salmon, a prominent lawyer and
Democratic politician, committed
suicide in his office here yesterday
afternoon by blowing out his brains
with a revolver.
No cause for the act is known oth-
er than that he had not been in very
good health for some months and had
for the past week been partially con-1
fined to his room with chills.
Circuit court is in session, and Mr.
Salmon had been in the court room
most of the day attending to legal
, floor were alarmed by the report of a
pistol.
Forcing their way into his quarters
they found him in a dying condition
with a bullet hole through his head.
He succumbed in a few minutes.
Mr. Salmon served four years as
county attorney of this county and
has held many important places
within his party.
Last winter he was given an effice
under Auditor Hager at Frankfort,
but resigned after serving a short
time to resume the practice of his
profession.
He was forty-four years of age and
leaves a wife and two children. He
was a member of the local lodge of
Elks.
BY THE GRAND JURY
LARGE NUMBER OF IN-
DICTMENTS RETURNED.
Asylum
to the asylum.
Dr. W. A. Lackey, who recently
resigned his position as first assist-
ant physician, after the superinten-
dent and commissioners had signed
a petition to Governor Beckham
requesting h i s removal, a n d
whose efforts, it is' said, caused
the foregoing indictments to be re-
turned, was himself indicted for as-
Corn- sault and battery upon Spegal Hour-
missioners Are Named In land, a patient, while the physician
Several Bills. was acting as superintendent.
Of'ficials and
(From Wednesday's Daily. )
l'he grand jury returned a large
batch of indictments this afternoon.
Among the lot was a joint indict-
ment of Superintendent Milton
Board and all of the commissioners
of the Western asylum, except W.
T. Tandy, for "giving away public
property" in presenting a heifer and
calf to Hon. Gus Richardson, of
Meade county.
Judge C. H. Bush, a commission-
er, is indicted for accepting a fee in
a law case in the asylum's interest.
John Chilton, a commissioner, is
indicted for holding a position as
farm superintendent, at a salary of
$1,000.
Commissioner M. H. Carroll and
F. M. Quarles are indicted for hay-
hig sold corn and hay to the institu-
tion, and Commissioner M. W. John-
son is indicted for selling beef cat-
tle.
Treasurer L. H. Davis is indicted
for making a contract with the asy -
Ium for stone work.
Secretary J. C. Buckner is indict-
ed for having a contract to sell coal
Mrs. Wells Death.
From Wednesday's Daily.
Mrs. Charles Wells died yesterday
at her home near Pilot Rozik, her
death being entirely unexpected.
She had been in bad health for some
time but was able to rise as usual
yesterday morning, but soon after a
sudden attack caused her death. She
was thirty- five years of age and her
husband and four children survive
her. Interment took place this aft-
ernoon at the burying ground at Eb.
enezer church.
Odd Fellows.
The Grand Lodge of the Independ-
ent Order of Odd Fellows is in ses-
sion at Morganfleld. Several pro-
posed Fe menaments to the constitu-
tion, including the removal of the
Widows and Orphans' Home to Lou-
isville, were lost. A barbecue will
be given the visitors today.
Republican Speaking.
From Wednesday's Daily.
Former Congressman H. S. Irwin,
of Louisville, spoke at the court house
this afternoon in the interest of the
Republican ticket. He was given a
respectful hearing by a fair audi-
ence.
011i
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OM FELLOWS
GRAND
Gala Week
AND FESTIVAL
--AT--
110PkinSVille
OCTOBERWEEK COMMENCING
17
6 Days, 6 Nights
Of Recreation and Amusement.
Read and Be Conviced. 1
The Famous Robinson Co.
FURNISH THE ATTRACTIONS.
Moral, Refilled 1
"Excellent Shows 
AND THE MOST WONDERFUL
FREE ACTS EVER WITNESSED!
Col. Nick Carter, in his dashing, daring, death-defy-
ing PLUNGE FOR LIFE; Madame Orocco's Spiral Acts;
the wonderful Neetch Family; the celebrated and famed
Royal Italian Band; Fire Works every night Remember
these wonderful free acts are worth journeying hundreds
of miles to witness. They are given free—entirely free—
they cost you nothing. They are as free as the air you
breathe
Something will be doing every day and night
AT HOPKINSVILLE
WEEK OF OCT. 17TH.
Pasno•••••• ...IMOW•11,011.
oRms! WHITE'S CREAMVERIVIIFUCE
For 20 Years Has Galion. erne es.
Yost in Quantity. — B., ti.. Quality.
MC> 1.• 7.• Xi DM. 1E7 Car Car X IP •
JAMES F. BALLARD, St. Louis.
Is Creating
Much
Enthusiastic
Praise
and Admiration
From All.
4444444-e++++++++++++++++++,44.4++++++++++.444•4444+++4e
Wl f E do not offer you something for nothing hit do offer vonV
Millinery in Quantity, Quality, Style and LO \V CA'-;H PRI-
CES not to be found elsewhere in the city.
Onr 78c and 48c
READY-TO-WEAR HAT EQUAL OTH-
ER $2.00 AND $2 SO HATS.
Our $2.75
TRIMMED DRESS SHAPES EQUAL
OTHER $$.02 HATS.
Extra Specials
..For Next Week...
Children's Broad Brim Camels' 75
Felt Hats, all colors 
Boys and Children's
c-$1
Caps 25c-50c
Compare QUALITY and STYLE with others
Ours SUPERIOR in every way.
Temple of Fashion,
Hopkinsville's Leading Millinery Star%
MS Main &rook - Miss S. IL Hoosor al Co
•
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THE NEW ERA
1-9 tr Lieu 1..0 --
era Printing & Publish'g Co
OFFICE:-New Ere Building, Seventh
Ireet, near Mau. Hopkinsville, Ky
$1.00 A YEAR.
eteoerved at the ',row"! ti“nalnersiie
a..enond-elass meal in
Friday. Oct. 14, 1904
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CLUBBING RATES: -
-The WitigLy New Etta and the following
paper one year:
Twice-a-lit eek Courier.Journal  $150
SemI_WeeklY St Louie Republic 1 50
fie 1-Weekly Dlobe-DeMOOrlit  I 75
Weekly Cincinnati ffnquirer. ... 160
tismi-Weekly Nashville A.mericee   1 60
Weekly Louisville Commercial .. .   1 26
Tri-Weekly New York World
Daily Louisville Post ... 2 60
Home and Farm 166
Nitional MagasIne—Roston . .. I TE
Weekly A.tisuta Constitution ... 175
W io, New York Tribune .. 1 25
-w New York Tribune . 1 76
@floor's HOlflC Journal, new
subeeribers only . 1M
Spools' clubbing rates with any ritatraSiLle
newspaper published iu the. United Klatt*.
couar IrlitECTOKY.
°fuel= Lomtv -First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep.
ember.
QUARTZ/1LT 00UST-Secoud Mondays
la January, April, July and October.
Fuscah Coutr-First Tuesday in April
snC Dotober.
Cloownr Omar-First Monday in every
month.
- 
ADVERTISING RATES:-
One Inch, first insertion  1 so
One Mob, one moat,. , 
One tech. three aroasat 
One Inch, six =Maks. . • •
One inoli one year 
Additional rates may he had by applica-
tion at the office.
Transient advertising must be paid for in
advance.
Cearges for yearly advertisement* will be
olleoted quarterly.
All adeertlitements inserted without spec-
Bed time will be charged for until ordered
out
Aandalneemente of Marriages and Deaths.
a% tricessillita dye lines, Wad settees of
sereseausg published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Respect,
•xdotber similar notices. dye cents per line
• ----- 
S00
. . 900
, . 1600
Democratic Ticket.
For President.
ALTON ff. PARKER,
of New York.
For Vice-President,
HENRY G. DAVIS.
ofriVestNirgiula.
PS "'•
For Congress,
HON. A. 0. STANLEY,
of Henderson.
SECRETARY SHAW'S PAT STAND.
Secretary Shaw is the high roller
of the Roosevelt administration. H1.3
contact with the millions that tit?
United States Treasury receives and
pays out has evidently made him a
reckless spendthrift of government
funds. In speaking in Oregon the
-ither day he improvidently said: "I
am not talking for ship subsidy; but
I am willing to pay the price that
will give us ships that will carry our
trade," Of course, the prodigal Shaw
would not think of a subsidy to the
ship trust, but he , is quite willing to
ii "pay the price." Millions for sub-
sidies, . enormous appropriations for
the army and navy, and vast increase
for the civil expenses constitute the
administration program-all of which
will have to be met by an issue of
bonds or more taxes. ,
The American people are now bur •
dened with a depleted treasury, with
imminent danger from Republican ex-
travagance of still larger deficits. yet
Secretary Shaw. who ought best to
know of these things, is dri ardent ad-
vocate of subsidies.
•
MR. HEARST'S LOYALTY.
There have been those since the na-
tional convention who repeated ru-
mors that the Hearst papers and
Hearst influences were cold to the
Parker and Davis ticket; that the col-
umns of the Hearst papers would dem-
onstrate this proposition.
Let the leading Hearst paper, the
New York American, speak for itself.
In its comments in Monday's issue
an President Roosevelt's letter of ac-
ceptance the American says under the
caption of Mr. Roosevelt in his own
behalf:
"President Roosevelt, it will be seen
by his twelve-thousand-word letter to
Uncle Joe Cannon, ha a concluded to
accept the Republican nomination for
President. The American prints the
letter In full. It is Rooseveltian. It
might be a stump speech, uttered by
a man whose words ran faster than
big ideas. Modesty Is not dominant
among Mr. Roosevelt's cardinal vir-
tues His weakneeri for the personal
pronoun grown, and after following
him and comparing what he says and
quotee from what he has said with the
calla and dignified speech he interpo-
lates from the lamented McKinley, one
feels that In the event of re-election
Mr. Roosevelt will set his rule -under
Ai matte of '1 ese the State.'
Soft
Harness
Ton enn make you: bah
ne” as soft as It glove
and as tough as win.. hy
luon41:1'11EKA liar-
aerie 011. You (an
lengthen ,its life—maks a
hutt twice as lo— It. a
ordinarily stoulo
I makes a poor lookimr bar-
Ilt,e1 iike new. Merle of
pore, heavy bodied oil, .s-
pis•laily pro
-pared to with-
stand the .rather.
Sold everwhee.
In cans--an elute.
Nods by STANDARD OIL Cu. \
EUREKA
Harness Oil
TEDDY'S CUNNING
EFFORT.
ills Defiance of Democrats and At-
tempt to Intimidate the Country.
The New York American says of Mr.
Roosevelt's letter of acceptance:
"But Mr. Roosevelt makes a cunning
effort at frankness.
"All that was done during the last
seven years by him and the Republi-
can majority was done well. No mis-
takes were made, and Mr. Roosevel(
Insists that the country was never
more prosperous and happy than it
is now.
"Mr. Roosevelt defends his action in
the Panama matter, asks what the
Democrats would have done, and
makes a final stand on the doctrine
of the end justifying the means by
urging that out of all the scandal, if
there be any, we get the canal.
"He dares the Democrats to define
their position on the gold question,
says the Republicans stood for gold
in MOO and 1896, and closes the ques-
tion by stating that future develop-
ments may change the present Re-
publican view.
"Forgetting when he wrote in his
life of Benton that the tariff almost
ruined a certain section of this coun-
try, Mr. Roosevelt holds that proteo-
Uon is good for all people.
Deafness can not by Cured
by local applications, as they can not
rowan the diseased portion of the ear.
There to only one way to cure deaf-
eess, and thtt is by constitutional
r: medies. DeaLiess is caused by an
i flamed condition of the mucoes
dug of the Euetachhin tube. When
till, tube le in flamed yeii a
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing,
and when it is entirely closed, deaf-
ness is the result, and uilloss the M-
ilan-m[14m can be taken out and this
tube restored to its normal condition,
hearing will be destroyed forever;
mine eases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an it.-
flamed oonditioe ot the mucous sur-
faces.
We will give one hundred dollars
for any Mtge or( deafness (ce.;sed by
catarrh) that can uot be cured by
Haire Catarrh Cure. Send for cir
(minis free.
F. J. CHENEY & ,
Toledo, 0.
Sold by drupelets. The.
Take Hail's F.ttnhty Pine for coin-'
stipation.
tig PERSONAL ift
Mr. J bck S. Moore is in the city.
Mr. S. J. Lowry, of Christian coot -
ty, was here Wednes-lay. Mr. Low-
ry lives near 0 trietts iurg. a ci: I-
one of Christiati'e moat substentiel
planters.... Mrs. Mattie Rut herforo
has returned from a visit at Hop
kineville.-Elkton
Miss Bernice Rickinaii a, gone te
the World's Fair.
Mrs. T. L. Becon and littte grand-
daughter, Lucy Wilson, of Hop
kinsville, are visiting tile family id
Judge 0. 13. Bingham Miss Fir-
slice Duncan, of Hopkinevilie, Is i t,
the city visiting her sister. Mrs.
Eugene Whitlow.... Mra. H ••t bort
.Lawsun, of Hopkinsville, is visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
White.-Cadiz Record.
The Misses Starling have returned
from Alunteagle where they spent
the summer.
Mr. J. W. Mitchell has returned
from Imperial Valley, California.
Mr. W. H. Cummings, Sr., left to-
day for St. Louis to visit the fair.
One of Many.
H. A. Tisdale, of Summerton, S.
C., suffered for twenty years with
the Piles. Specialists were employed
and many remedies used but relief
and permanent good was found only
in the use of DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve. This is only one of the many,
many cures that have been effected
by this wonderful remedy. In buy-
ing Witch HaZtil. Salve it is only nec-
essary to see that you get the genu-
ine DeWitt'm made by E. C. DeWitt
& Co.. in Chicago, and a cure 14 cer-
tain. DeWitt's Witch liszel Salve
curse all kintle of piles, cuts, burns,
bruises, eczema, tatter, ringworm
skin diseased, etc. Sold by R. C.
'Hardwick.
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Text of the LeAPI1111, II kings iv, :25-at
 y 3a—Golde,, Test,
11 .a, :1.-1:•;:nimontary Pre pared
lict 31. Stearns.
(Copyright, 190.1. by Amerit an Piess Association.]
At least ten times ill this chapter w..
have the mime "Ulan Of (iozr• applied
to 11:11S1111. In I Kings xill it is used at
least fourteen times in reference to one
whose name we kilOW not. It is ap-
ell, .1 to Mcses did to others and to my
wind is a title much to be coveted, Cr,
either, a tithe; much to be desired-to
be wholly for God, in communion with
Him alway s, set apart for Llitneelf, all
His for Ills pleasure, hearing His voice
only and doing His will, His messenger
with His message.
As Elisha pussed to and fro through
Shunent a woman of wealth suggested
to her husband that they should pre-
pare a room in their house for this
holy man of God, who continually pass-
ed by them, that he might feel at lib-
erty to turn in thither as often as he
chose. This they did and fund/het It
With ii bed, a table, ii seat and LI candle-
stick, and the man of God was wont
to rest himself there. What a contrast
even this, to our mind, humble room
and scanty furniture to the stable
where our Lord was born or to the
fact that lie often had not Where to
lay Ills head.
Ensile w-ouid fain recompense her
for her kind care of him u anti asked her
what he should do for her, but her re-
ply was to the effect that she needed
nothing. G'ehazi having called Elisha's
attention to the fact that she had no
child, Elisha assured her that in due
time God would give her a son, and so
It came to pass. It was supernatural,
something like the giving of Isaac to
Sarah and Abraham; a real gift from
God, though in a natural way. They
had brightened Elisha's life by Me
rest chamber, and now God bright-
ened their lives and home with this
dear child, whom He spared to them
till he was old enough to go with hie
father to the field, and then suddenly
God took him.
His mother laid his little body on the
bed of the man of God, shut the door
and hurried as east as she could to
Mount Carmel to Elisha. The prophet,
when he saw her coming, sent Gehazi
to meet her and to inquire If it was
well with herself and her husband and
the child. Her reply was, "It is well."
Yet she pressed on to Elisha and held
him by the feet, and when GehazI
would have thrust her away Elisha
forbade him, saying, "Let her alone.
for her soul is vexed within her, and
the Lord bath not told me." Then she
poured out tier soul In these words:
"Did I desire a son ormy Lord? Did
I not say, 'Do not deceive Me?' "
Ensile, seeing that the child was dead,
sent Gehazi with his (Elisha's) staff
to lay It on the face of the child, but
the mother said to him as he had said
to Elijah, "As the Lord liveth and as
thy soul liven' I will not leave thee"
(verse 30). As in the case of the poor
widow, here is a real heartfelt need
and desire with the consciousness of
utter helplessness. 011, for more of it,
and of this desperate clinging with a
persistence that takes no denial, the
persistence of Jacob, of Ruth, of Mal,
of Ensile and of this woman! See
also our Lord's own encouragement to
be peralatent in Luke xi, N, 9; Ise. lx11,
6, 7.
Ensile heeds the heart cry of distress
and hastens to the chamber where he
had often been refreshed, and he went
in and shut the door upon them.twain
and prayed unto the Lord (verse 33).
See again the shut door, the secret of
His presence. alone with God. Oh, the
power and the blessedness of it! And
it is the privilege of every believer.
Now see the intense personal desire of
Ensile. Like Elijah he stretched him-
self upon the child (verse 34; I Kings
Kell, 2D. His mouth and hands and
eyes are upon those of the child, sug-
gesting, as Mr. Spurgeon used to say,
that to bring life to a child dead in sin,
or to any one, we must come Into the
closest possible personal contact, see-
ing as they see anti tweaking of things
as they would, so that from what they
niready see and know we may lead ou
to what they as yet neither see or
know. Elisha stretched himself again
upon the child, and God sent the spirit
back to the little body, and soon he was
again In his mother's arms, and she
was once more a happy woman.
She knew Him an the giver of life,
but now she knows Him as one who
can give life from the dead, as one to
whom nothing is impossible. Although
Paul knew Him so well his prayer Was
"that I may know Him, and the power
of His resurrection and the fellowship
of his sufferings" (l'hil. ill, 10), and
Peter ends his second epistle with
these words: "Grow in grace and hi
the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ." Our Lord Himself tells
us that to know God is life eternal
(John xvil, 3). Our church and Bible
class motto is, "To know Him and to
make Him known," and we greatly re-
joice in the fellowship of all who ear-
nestly desire to be whole hearted for
Him.
Two other miracles are recorded in
this chapter which God wrought
through this man of God-the healing
of the poisoned pottage and the multi-
plying of the twenty loaves. To give
life, or restore life, or sustain life is
equally easy to Him, and lie alone
can do R. In Hum we live and move
and have our being. Oh, to know and
In trust hiliut so as to he used by Him
to the utmost! The Lord grant us
power with Himself such as, Ensile
had for Ills glory, that we nipy make
Him k nowt' -men and women of God
kept wholly for Himself that He may
U. glorified.
To Sufferers From Kidney
and Bladder Diseases.
No matter how long you have suffered, Foley's Kidney
Cure will help you. This we will guarantee.
It has cured many cases of Bright' i Disease and Diabetes that
had been thought incurable, however we do not claim that it
will cure these diseases in advanced stages as no medicine can
make new kidneys for you, but Foley's Kidney Cure will
positively cure every case of kidney or bladder trouble if
taken in time, and even in the worst cases of Bright's Disease
and Diabetes it always gives comfort and relief.
Remember when the kidneys are affected the work of
destruction never ceases, so commence taking Foley's Kidney
Cure at once and avoid a fatal malady.
Foley's Kidney Cure is made from a prescription of a
dpecialist in kidney diseases and was used for years in private
practice before it was put on the market.
THREE PHYSICIANS TREATED HIM WITHOUT SUCCESS.
W. L. Y.uvcv of Paducah, Ky., writes: 'I had a seveit case of kidney disease and
three of the best physicians in southern 'Kentucky treated me without success. I
then took Foley's Kidney Cum The first bottle gave immediate relief and three
bottles cured me permanently. I gladly recommend this wonderful remedy."
SUFFERED TWENTY-FIVE YEARS.
SEYMOUR WEBB of Moira, N.Y., writes: "I had been troubled with my kidneys for
twenty-five years and had tried several physicians but received no relief until I
bought a bottle of Foley's Kidney Cure. After using two bottles I was absolutely
cured. I earnestly recommend Foley's Kidney Cure."
Sold by Cook & Higgins
•
MOTHERS, 00 YOU KNOW
the many so-called birth mediciues, and
most remedies for women in the treatment
of her delicate organs, contain more or
less opium, morphine and strychnine?
Do You Know that in most countries
druggists are not permitted to sell narcot-
ics without labeling them poisons?
Do You Know that you should not
take Internally any medicine ior the
pain accompanying pregnancy.
Do You Know that Mother's Friend
Is applied externally only?
Do You Know that Mother's Friend
Is a celebrated prescription, and that it
has been in use over forty years, and that
each bottle of the genuine bears the name
of The Bradfield Regulator Co.?
Do you know that when you use this
remedy during the period of gestation
that you will be free of pain and beat
healthy, hearty and clever children?
Well, these things are worth knowing.
They are facts. Of druggists it gi.00.
Don't be persuaded to try a substitute.
Our
• 
little book "Motherhood" tree.
tea ORADfillt0 REGULATOR CO.. Atlanta, at
OZMANLIS
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'SIVAS'S'. • ISOs
SENT MEE
to housekeepers
Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef
Cook Book
telling how to preeare (lancet
and delicious dishes
Address Ilebig Co., P. 0 boa 271
New Yolk
Painless
Operations are not few and far be
tween here, but every day ooeurren
COS.
Dentistry
has advanced and all work Is now
done in a scientific manner. Mod-
ern methods are practically painless
and invariably successful. At this
office all work is now done in a care-
ful, painstaking way. We are setts-
tied only when our customers are.
We Never fail to please. $5A good set of Teeth 
Teeth, extracted free when new
ones are ordered.
Louisville
Dentalikarlors
Next to Court House, Hopkhisvirle,
Ky. 1-1,me Phone 1214.
Don't
You
Want
To
Own If you want to
Your save money and be
Own getti_ig interest onit all the time let
Home us sell you some
?? stock as an invest..
ment.
Por particulars address
Henry C. Gant, Pres.
J E. McPherson, Sec
The South Ken
tucky Building di
Loan Association
will help you on
easy monthly pay-
ments.
One Minute Cough Cur.
Fes' Mu.% cold. sad Croup.
Illinois
C*21
RailrO
TIME
CA
Effective Sunday, April
NO. 888, DAILY.
Leaves Hopkinsville  SSP
Arrives Princeton.,  7 •40 M.'
" Paducah  Islam
" Cairo....  •  lifts=
Arrives tit. Louis. ... .. SAO t RE
Arrives Chicago .... ... _IOW p SS
NO.884, DAILY •,
Leaves Hopkinsville 19:46 a as
Arrives Princeton  116 pm '
•• Henderson. ......  6:00 j at
" Evansville 6:46 gm
Leaves Princeton  9:011 ir M
Arrives Louisville 7:08pm -
Leaves Princeton. 11:00 pa
Arrives Paducah. 4•11tkikIll
Arrives Memphis. 11:00p 111
arrives New 0,1e sus 101505*
NO 840 DAILY
Leaves Hopkinaville  410 p m
Arrives Princeton.. _LItep.....0 DI
t--cv-eli Princeton 
Arrives Louisville ... 7:50 SI*
Leaves Princeton 
Arrives Memphis 
" New Orleans
No 841 daily ar.Hopkinsville 9:
No 888 daily arrives " 3:60
No 881 daily, arrives " 10'
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A.,
Louisville, Hy. E. C.
Agt., H
F W Harlow T) P A. Lonistrille.
A .T McDougall, D P A, New Odes**
A H Hanson, 0 PA, Chicago.,
Jno A Scott, A 0 P A, Mempbta
1 
Tennessee CentralitR
TIME TABLE.
Effective Sunday June 154b.
TRAIN NO. 1. Peweger-Dally.
Lv, Hopkinaville MOWN
Ar. Clarksville 7:191111
Ar. Ashland City 8:14 sig
Ar. Nashville 8•164 as
TRAIN NO 8. Dally-Pesedsget.
.Lv. flopkinaville 420p as
Ar. Clarksville Stlepai
Ar. Ashland City 515 p se
Ar. Nashville 7:80p te
TRAINS ARRIVE At HopkinsVilie
No. 4
-Daily. 1E01 p.m
No. II
-Daily 9•111p.
Mixed Trains, Daily except Se
No. 98, arrives Houkinaville 2:00 p
No 96, leaves Hopkinson', 89X1p
1111E.THra'ffiliciMcNager. E. 
M.
8111115W
Nash v Ille,Tenn. Hopkiaitarv 14?,4*
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ers
Doctors first prescribed
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral over
00 years ago. They use it
today more than ever. They
Cherry
Pectoral
rely upon it for colds, coughs,
bronchitis, consumption.
They will tell you how It
'heals inflamed lungs.
...26 I had a eery bad cough fcr three ,erv•Then 1 riprl A N. er's Cherry Ye. moral. 1#1, •-rrtAnse ;ore soou usaledaud repeougb (Liaises
• 1.111411aP. PeAILL HYDZ. Guthrie revile.
CIa. J r. AVE111,0..LII 
""(1 11' for
Old Coughs
3nes Ayers Pill at bedtime insures
rilikr11.••1
I NOVEL CONTEST
The I. 0. 0. F. lodge will present
to the most popular city or county
official a magnificent diamond etud-
e(' gold medal during their festival
week. This will be decided by votes
which can be purchased at the vari-
ous polling places. The contestants
most be office holders at tht present
time. Ballot boxes will be placed In
the various voting places where tick-
ets can be secured and the ballots
cast. Among those eligible to com-
petition in this contest are the fol-
lowing: The county. Judge, county
court clerk, sheriff, jailer, asetessor,
superintendent of schools, county
attorney, the mayor, clerk, treasurer,
chief ef police, chief of the fire de-
partment, tax collector, superinten-
dent of streets, city attorney, police,
members cf the fire department.
You can select any of the above
and vote for whom you please. No
one knows for whom you vote. The
Ant list will be published on Satur-
day, Oct. 16, giving the names of the
contestants and the number of votes
received by each, and daily thereaf-
ter until the polls close which will
be at noon sharp Friday, Oct. 21, at
which time the final vote will be
counted and the name of the fortu-
nate official announced, together
with the entire vote cast.
toad linmsee i Our.
FRUIT
OF
ALL
KIND
ARRIVING
DAILY
WT Cooper
CO
Wholesale & Retail Grocer.
Front Op Court HoMse
Both Phones.
NISH
root THE Y. ra. C. A.
BUILDING.
Enthusiastic Meeting Held
Monday Night at the
Christian Church.
At an enthusiastic meeting of the
local committees
 
who have worked
so faithfully fr several months rais-
ing subscriptions for the proposed
Y. M. (2. A. building, the gisgen
thousand dollars required was report-
ed as having been pledged with an
additional two hundred &liars. As
there are several parties who have
not yet been solicited the committee
decided to continue the canvass and
make the amount $16,000 if possible.
Mr. J. E. Coulter, who has been en-
gaged In this work for nearly four
weeks now, will remain in Hopkins-
yule until Saturday and will prose-
cute this car vase.
This amount of $15,200, which has
been subscribed, is from 497 porsons
who signed pledges for various sum..
Of this number 279 are the ten dollar
from the young men, and which en•
titles them to one year's member
ship and this guarantees a member-
ship of this number at least to start
with. When the figures were made
up a few nights ago and it was dis-
covered that only ten dollars was
Lacking to make the required $16,000
Mr. F. W. Dabney, although his sub-
scription was fourth largest made,
requested that he be allowed to have
the honor of miking the ten dollar
donation and finishing up the amount
and his request was granted. From
here Mr. Coulter will go to Madison-
ville where they are raising funds
for a Y. M. C. A. building. A site
was not definitely settled upon al-
though several available lots were
presented, and a committee was ap-
pointed to select the most suitable.
State Secretary Henry E. Rosevear
was present and warmly praised the
3ommittees for their good work.
The following sub-committees were
appointed: Finance and collection—
F. W. Dabney, Dr. F. M. Stites, W.
T. Fowler and J,oho Stiret.
Committee on Incation—J. H. An-
derson, W. P. Winfree and Dr. Man-
ning Brown.
Committee on plans and cost of
building—F. J. Brownell, R. A. Rog-
ers and J. H. Anderson.
Executive committee—F. J. Brow-
nell. F. W. Dabney, J. H. Anderson
and R. A. Rogers
The following resolntion was also
"Wie, t3tibe undersigned committee of
the Hopkinsville Y. M. C. A., who
have been actively engaged in the
canvass of the citizens of Hopkins-
Title and vicinity, to secure pledges
amounting to $15,000.00 for the estab-
lishment, e pipping and furnishings,
of a building in said city, wish to
I apprise Star. Qec'y. Henry E. Rose-
vear. that Food amount has now been
pledged. at d t.nder to him and his
various s.cistants who have aided
from vol. to time in securing said
sum, our thanks.
I We wish especially to express our
heartfelt appreciation of the very
faithful and competent work done by
Mr. J. E. Coulter, of Port Huron,
Mich., in said canvass. Considering
the shape the canvass had assumed
and the material to be worked upon
when be came to us, we feel that he
has done remarkable work and wish
to commend him for his efficiency
and loyalty te the cause. Signed:
F. J. Brownell. Chairman; R. A.
I Roitere, Dr. F. M. Brown, F. W.
Dabney, F. M. Stites, Jas. H. Ander-
son, Judge W. T. Fowler, W. P.
! Winfree, John Stites, Committee.
ACTION sarliN OS.
(Special to New Era)
FRANKFORT, Oct. 11.—The court
of appeals upholds the Christian
circuit court case of Cyrus Radford
vs. Florence Robinson Radford. The
court holds that as Maj. Radford
• - 
-
AS ROOSEVELT WOULD HAVE IT.
I AN EVENING WITH THE ELKS4+++444++++++++++f+++**«+++++.*++++4•++++++.
One hundred arid fifty Elks and attractiveness of the program.
their friends spent a happy evening
Monday in the hasdsome club rooms
of Hopkingville Lcidge No. 645, B. P.
0. E. in the Plsnters Bank It Trion
company building. The entertain-
ment was in the form of a musicale
and the program was delightful
The evening deserves a foremost
place among the most successful of
the many attractive social functions
that have been given under the
auspices of the Elko.
The program was as follows:
Introductory March 
"Uncle Josh in Town"
Hopkineville Orchestra.
Random Remarks....The CIlairmaa I
Selectioe The Orchestral
Song Miss Willie Flamed'
Song Quartette
Misses Sue Ray and Rowena Wall,
Messrs. Nick Ray and Will Waller.
Ragtime .The Orchestra
Solo Miss Martin
Intermission.
Selection The Orchestra
Piano Selection ....Prof. 0. G. Hill.
Medley Quintette
Misses Sue Ray and Joy Herndon,
Messrs. Nick Ray, Leslie Tate
and Will Waller.
Viulho Solo.... Mr. Fritz Fallenetein
Song ' Miss Martin
"Elks and Their Friends" . .....
Rev. Geo. C. Abbitt
Selection The Orchestra
The rooms were becutifully adorn-
ed with flowers in great and lovely
variety from the Oaklawn gardens,
and the decorations were arranged
udder the skill'ul and tasteful super-
vision of Mr. William F. Snyder.
the nou•ic of the orchestra, which
is always good, was especially sweet
last night, and greatly enhanced the
The
musicians were: Prof. 0. G. Hills.
pianist; Cha-les Hobart and Fritz
Fallenstein, first violins; JackMead-
fir, second violin; Harry Lebkuecher,
claronette; R. F. McDaniel, flute;
Carl Witty, cornet; Al Inman. trom-
bone; Robert Let dford, bass viol;
Stanley Long. cello.
Miss Willie Harm d's FOIO was at -
preciated. She has a sweet and culti-
vated voice. The quartett's selection
was excellent and was received with
Itrolonged applause.
One of the most delightful treats
that music lovers have bad in a long
time was the singing of Miss Martin,
of South Kentucky College. Her
voice is beautiful and her selections
were most admirable. Her winsome
personality adds a delicious charm
to her singing.
The numbers by Prof. Mlle at d
Mr. Fallenstein, both of whom are
accomplished musicians, were heard
with great pleasure. The quintette's
medley of popular songs made a gen-
uine hit.
Mr. Abbitt's add! ems was in his
happiest vein, richly humorouti andI full of sound sense.
I An excellent collation, consisting
of salad., sandwiches, celeries,
i pickle, biscuit, coffee and ioes, was
served. Mesdames John Feland, S
J. Samuel and C. S. Jarrett presided
I most efficiently "behind the scenes"
in the culinary department.
The easy informality of the occa-
sion was one of its most attractive
features, and there was not a mo-
ment of the evening that was aot en-
joyable. The social session commit-
tee, Megars.J. L. Tobin, John Feland
and S. J. Samuel. are being warmly
Praised for their good offices in plan-
ing and arranging the details of the
entertainment.
0•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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•T. M. Jones, ••
1 Is Now the Place of Attraction IFor eierything in the Dry Goods line that is new •and up-to-date. 
•
The Largest and Best Assorted
stock of Dress Goods and Dress Trimming 
•in the city to select from. 
•
New Waist Silks!
New Dress Silks!
Skimmers' 86 inch Satins, warranted for two seasons, all colors
Viyelia Waisting, the new waist goods; Beanovis Suiting, Outing
Cloth and Flannelette. New Side Combs, Back Combs, Stick Pins,
Waist Sets, Bags, Belts, Gloves. Hosiery, Ladies Necksear, Gent's
New Neckwear, Shirts anti Collars.
Carpets, Rugs, Art Squares,
•
•
•
•
SAYS IT'S A SODOM
D. HAMILTON TALKS
ABOUT LOUISVILLE.
Claims the City Is Crime
Stained and the Citizens
Need Awakening.
The Rev. William Wietar Hamil-
ton, the brilliant young Kentucky
preacher and a native of Christian
county, who held a successful pro-
tracted meeting several months ago
in the Baptist church in this city, is
at the head of a MOVE mant fora great
religious revival in Louisville. '
He preached Sunday at the McFer-
ran Memorial church, and compared
Louisville to Sodom. In the course
of his sermon Dr. Hamilton said:
-Unchecked saloons. Sabbath des-
ecration, dance halls, gambling
rooms, brothels, unaveaged murders
and open defiance of the law have
been thrown before the eyes of the
people until they are becoming
ate used.
' Our citizens are murdered, some
poll cul party or secret order bushes
up the investigation, and in forty-
eight hours we forget the name of
the victim.
"Our people are beginning to real-
ize the abounding wickedness. They
are seeing the awful and certain ret-
ribution urou unjust gain, against
wicked rule and the drink curse.
"Woe to him that buildeth a town
with blood and establisheth a city y
iniquity.
"He shall himself be the victim of
his own wicked rule, and by making
it unsafe for others lose his own life
by lawlessnesr.•"
Plans for a revival will be perfect-
ed at a meeting of the Louisville
Ministerial Association November 7.
The Farmer's Wife
is very careful about her churn. She
scalds it thoroughly after using and
gives it a sun bath to sweeten it.
She knows that if her churn is sour
it will taint the butter that is made
in it. The stomach is a churn. In the
stomach and digestive and nutritive
tracts are terformed processes which
are exactly akin to the churningikof
butter. Is it not apparent then that
if this stomach chum is "sour" it
*outs all which is put into it? The
evil of a foul stomach is not the bad
taste in the mouth and the foul breath
caused by it, but the corruption of
the pure current of the blood and the
dissemination of disease throughout
the body. Dr. Pierce's Golden Med-
ical Discovery makes the sour stom-
ach sweet. It does for .the stomach
what the washing and sun barb do
for the churn—absolutely removes
-very tainting or corrupting element.
"Golden Medical Discoveryloontains
no alcohol, whisky or other intoxi-
cant and no narcotic.
LORRY GUT
 DEAD
Promising Life Cut Short By
Typhoid Fever.
The distressing news has been re-
ceived in the city of the death oi Lor-
raine Gaut. only son of Mrs. Bertha
Gant, at his home in Monterey, Mex.
He passed away Monday after an ill-
ness of typhoid fever. Mr. Gaut for-
merly lived In this city and was uni-
versally popular. He had a bright
mind and many noble qualities that
endeared him to the community,and
his death in the very flower of splen-
did young manhood causes great sor-
row here.
Will Wed.
Mr. C. F. Duke, of Weir, Mullion-
berg county, and Miss Susan J.
Brothers, of Johnson's, this county,
will be married Sunday at ths home
of the bride, the Rev. Mr, Grace offi-
ciating.
'GUNBOAT DISASTER.
TOKIO, Oct. 11.—The armored
gunboat Hi-Yen struck a mine today
in Pigeon bay and sank.
I Three hundred lives were lost.
I A report has reached here that the
owned property in Christian county 0
and claimed:I:1 is legal residence there,
: 
Main Street, Hopitinsvin i 11N7 crossing Hun dyer, but with driven smaise• 
Russians attacked the Jape after
wed Vain SKS
S
046.011103111.ZA...action for separation could stand in le z
Notes About P
(From Tuseday's Daily.)
Mr. and Mrs. Joe D. HIgwille sat
son have returned from a violate
St. Louis.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert L. McPhefa,i
son returned from St. Louts today.
Miss Jennie Glass has gout to Late
Wyllie to spend a month with Mende, .
Miss Minnie Turner and Mrs. We'-
H. Croft have returned 
fromLouis.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. fieunis 111.
Smithson, a son.
Dr. W. W. Ray and Mr. W. Lewitt
Barnberger have gone to White Oak,
Tenn., on a fishing trip.
Mr. and Mrs. George Kclb, Moen
Kate Quick, Mary Peytott Nome,
Bettie Lee Smith end Dell Galati)
left this morning for a visit to**
St. Louis exposition.
Mrs. L. T. Lindsay, who has bee*
visiting relatives here, has returned
to her home in Memphis. She was
accompanied by her nephew, Mr.
Kenneth West, who has secured ar'
position in that city.
Miss Margie Amos who has MOI*.
the guest 01 Miss Rowena Wall, has
returned to Cobb, Ky.
The family of Mr. John Y. °wale,
has moved to the city and will otos.
py one of the Forbes residencies as
Clay street.
Mr. Upehaw wooldridge. is in Sts
Louis.
Mr. C. H. Wilson went to Hopkins-
vine today on businese.—Paducah
News-Democrat.
Sell Their Home.
Mr. Dennis R. Perry and wife have
sold their place on South Campbell
street to Messrs. Nat Gaither and
James West, the c posideration be-
ing 12,260.
PICKET SINKS
Special to New Era.)
PADUCAH, Ky., Oct. 11.—The
packet Bob Dudley sank today two
miles below Smithland. All the pas-
sengerswere saved.
JUT AWARDS SO
IN THE CASE ACAINST MR.
M'NEILL.
Echo of The Cotton Planta-
tion Exodus -Roach Coss
To The Pen.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
The snit of Mr. Winston Henri
against 'I. H. McNeill for $100 was
settled this morning by a judgment
awarding the plaintiff $8. Mr. Henry
claimed that he wee damaged in the
amount prayed for by Mr. McNeill's
prevailing upon his farm laborers to
break their contracts with him and
go to Mississippi to work on the cot-
ton plantations.
The suit of Bir. h Jackson's admin-
istrator against the Empire Coal As
Mining Company is being heard in
circuit court. Jackson was killed by
falling Nieto in the company's mines
which the administrator alleges was
due t, he company not having the
mine roof properly braced.
Gee rge Roach, colored, was sen-
tenced yesterday to one year's im-
prisonment in the penitentiary on a
charge of malicious shooting with in-
tent to kill Israel Joiner. The in-
dictment was returned several terms
of court age but had been filed away
with leave to reinstate, which was
done at this term, and the negro ar-
rested at Evansville and brought
here far trial.
Pool—Cardner.
that county.
Linoleums and Mattings. My stock is large and well assorted
inevery line. My motto is good goods at 'sow prices.
T. M. JONES
01104111••••••••••••••••••••
baelt by Kuroki, and the advanes
obtoked.
From Tuesday's Daily.
Mr. John G. Gardner, of Cerulean
Springs, and Mrs. Mary L. Pool were
married this morning at the home of
the bride about two miles from the
city. 'The ceremony was pronounced
by Rev. J. R. King. of Cerulean.
The groom is a prominent damn of
Trigg sounty and the bridc is a most
charming lady.
s • •
out Tons
110ThWe ITOlie 
of
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is
sFLthESe 
fat ATITS*0111 Ifllb
within it—the niore fat the
more real benefit from the
food; that is why cod liver OLD TOM TURNS UP
Oil is a powerful builder of PADUCAH.
&eh.
Scott's Emulsion of pure
cod liver oil solves the The Strenuous Career of the
problem of how to take cod Star Booze Fighter of
livetioil. That is one reason Kentucky.
why doctors have been pre-
scribing Scott's Emulsion for
all wasting diseases, coughs,
-Colds and bronchitis for
almost thirty years.
IN
Tom Loftus, a noted charactor of
the town from the early days of Pa-
dumb, again turned up at his old
tricks: He was a-rested Saturday
WU send ra a eample bee span milidge. afternoen at Eleventh and Broadway
SCOTT a DOWRY..., Purl Serest. Ns. Tart for drunkenness.
When the police found him he had
a bald oast, of the delirunt tremens.
This is the first time that Loftus
has been in Paducah for some time.
Be was recently tried in Fulton for
lunacy, after reaching a most de
graded condition, mentally and
physically, and was sent to tne
EPpkinsville asylum. He was re-
cently released and canto back to his
old haunts.
When he was brought to the city
hall Saturday afternoon Judge San-
ders at once recognized him. .
"Poor fellow," he remarked, "he
'has been before me a thousand
times, but this is the first time lever
saw 'Tommie' with a menagerie fol-
lowing him."
Loftus was detained at the station
- 
for treatment. He will be presented
before Judge Sanders for the one
thousand and °net or more times at
Monday's session of the police court.
It is indeed a mystery how this man
has lived to this date. Any man that
has gone through the dissipations
•444444444444444.44++.44440 and exposure. that Tom has certain-
!, ly is possessed of an iron coustitution.It Is said that he laid all night in theStreets of Fulton once when the ther-
mometer was below zero and chick-
MINUTES IN ens fell from the roost frozen to death.Tom's head was in a puddle of water
111=111111111111MMINEMEI and the next morning he was dug
t...
a nutrftious hay
per acre can be
obtained from
QN .)
,e0t
rhea:NO Winter and Zpir,,, 
'We stop. cr , braides beats the largest
forage crop for Pall n-y.-e.
A dell deo:Norton will be found in our
riess ran eataissowa No. BS.
AM descriptions of Winter Turf Clata.
Dwarf Issas Rape. 1,000 Headed Kale,
Brim Improved Whams. Alfalfa.
Oars Clover Vegetable Seeds. etc.
Our trade-mark brand
"Bins Ribbon Seeds"
ars lb, Mistreat quality
eirtalmable.
WOOD. STU11113 6 CO.. Ileedssaszt,
LAUISVIL.LIC, KY.
;
THIRTY
HAVANA
For 5G
When ou smoke our
special brand 5C cigar,
EL RENO. Tr.  one
COOK &
Druggists.
Both Horne, 1216.
Phones Cumberland, ho.
ase++
out with a pick, amid after a few hot
drinks were thrown into him he was
ready to repeat the experience, nom
the worse for wear —Paducah News-
Demi crat.
Public Sale.
At 10 o'clock a. m. on Thursday,
Oct. 27, I swill sell at public auction
my entire stock of farming imple-
ments and machinery, 100 head hogs,
85 head cattle, also some good bug-
gies, at rhy place between Howell
and Longview. Barbecue on
ground. Howard Brame.
PERSONAL 41%
(From Monday's Daily)
the
w.31
Ho LLAND'S.draP Mr. John Pickford. of Del Rey,OPERA HOUSE Cal., ie a guest of Mr. E. C. Curtis'
— 
family.
One Night 01.1v, Oct 17. Mrs. Louise Lockhart am d MrsMONOA Y, Natalie Dawson, of Bowling Green,
The Cleverest Cern dy Ever Written are visiting Mrs. F. J. Mitchell, on
Ninth street.
TWELFTH Mr. W. T. Tandy an I (amity left
NIGHT
BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
today tor St. Louis to attend the
Louisiana Purcheee EX00,4itim.
I Mr. J. B. Wood sett wife, Mr. Rob-
ert Wood, Mr. B. S. Schmitt and
Miss Edith Allen have returned from
St. Louis.
Mr. Thomas Hunter spent Sunday
CHARLOTTE as with friends in Clarksville, Tenn.
BURNETT "Viola" 
• Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Dalton and
SUPPORTED BY A 
' children left this morning or St.
Specially Chosen Cast LOU44.
Complete:4c • fl lc Eqiiipinent
Mrs. Wilbur Mobley and Mrs.
and Elaborate Costumes
  Chas. Miller, of Eiktoli, have return-
•
Prices. Lower Plow. $1, except lastthree rows, 76c; Balcony,
WC: OallorY, 26c. Bale of
Neste for subscribers opens at Hardwick's
Drug blare ou Friday, (lot. 14. For non-
stah•cribera the following day.
We promptly obtsia U. a. one foredo
PATENTS
send . aura or Wrenn/at
freereport n is jsi Tor free book,
Bow So write
Patents •• I . 111 . L. .))
CASNOWt
CIPPUSITE U S PATENT OFFICE
WASHINGTON.D.C.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
▪ b.tottrea the halr.
▪ luxuriant growth.
us Paa's to Restore ()ray
Ho Youthful Color.
digname hair tiaang.
art
ed home after spending a few days
with their sister Mrs. J. N. Hooser.
on SOuth Campbell.
Miss Kruger, of Evansville, was
the guest of Miss Houora Harty
yesterday.
Mr. J. T. Johnson and daughter,
Miss Bettie, left last night for St.
Louis to visit the exposition.
Mr. Robt. Fairleigh and Miss Let-
tioia Fairleigh returned this morn-
ing from St. Louis.
Mr. Frank Monroe has returned
from a trip through Oklahoma.
"TEETH INA- always soothes and
then
It also cures the baby when
All else hes failed; and 'tits true
It often saves a life for you.
"TEETHINA•" cures Cholera fn-
fantum, Overcomes and Counteracts
the Effects of the Summer's Heat,
Aids Digestion, Regulates the I3 gels
bud costs 25 cents at Druggists:
1 .0
BAH'
DELIGHT
Avid nother's Comfort
And CUTICURA Ointment,
the great Skin Cure.
Not only us they the purest, sweetest, and
mast offis.Wve for
and beautifying the MetvharMiYri afint
Hands of infants and children, but they
afford instant relief and rehishingsleep for
skin-tortured babies, and rest for tired
mothers, in the severest cases of torturing,
disfiguring, itching, burning, bleeding,
scaly, misted, and pimply skin and scalp
humors, eczema., rashes, and irritations,
with loss of hair, and us sure to succeed
when all else fails.
Sold throughout the world. Oakum Soap, Me.,_01ut.
awl, 30e., Rieeolvera, a0e. in fora of Choeolate Coated25c. per vial of OD). Depot.; London, 27 Charter-
house Sq.; Pert..Rue dela PM. &anon, IV Columbus
Aro Potter Drug It Chem. Corp, Nola Prop.lartiarad for All About Baby • Okla Scalp, and MIL"
MAY NOT ACCEPT
The Bishopric of Kentucky.
—Rumor From Boston.
(l-iperial to New Brat
Bos-roN, mass., Oct. In.—While
it is impossible to learn definitely
the intentions of the Rev. Dr. Lloyd
as to his acceptance of the bishopric
of Kentucky, an inadv-rtent remark
he made in t course et an retdrees
indicates that he in ir•clined to,retain
his pressut poeition as general secre-
tary of the missIonery so&ety. He
remarked that when three years
hence he appeare(i, as he hoped he
might, as the advocate of the mis-
sionary work, he was confident that
the record of the past three years
would be materially bettered.
This remark, though evidently
made without premeditation in an
extempore speech, has been interpre-
ted by many of Dr. Lloyd's friends
as indicating bin decision to remain
hie all-important office.
•
KILLED BY WIFE.
ro New Era)
MADI-ON VI LLK, Ky., Oct. 10.—
Torn C•triley. a c'''ored man of this
city. Won slat end l,.srantly
by his wife late Saturday night.
Carney went home from a street
fair which we. tieing held in this
city and is said to have been drunk.
He begat alleging his wife when she
took a i intol .e;i St OG him through
the breast, killing him instantly.
DEAD MIN'S BEND,
TWENTY SEVEN PERSONS
WERE KILLED.
(special to New Era.)
KANSAS CifY, Mo., Oct. 10.—
A terrible accident occurred today
on the Missouri Pacific railroad near
Wareutowu.
In a collision of a freight train and
a passenger train OD a curve known
as "Dead Man's Bend," twenty-sev-
en persons wore killed.
About thirty were injured.
The accident was Ctalltitid by the
engineer of the freight train neg•
lecting his orders.
Mrs. E. M. Flack and Miss Agnes
Flack are visiting tile World's fair.
Mr. Baylor Hickman, of Louis-
ville, spent Sunday here with his
mother.
SEAMAN FARMERS
MAY LOCATE ON LINE OF
TENNESSEE CENTRAL.
Will Operate Fruit and Vey
stable Farms-Two Hun-
dred Coming.
It is highly possible that a colony
of some 900 Germans will soon settle
on the western division of the Ten-
nessee Central railroad for the pur-
pose of operating fruit and vegetable
farms, says the Nashville News.
The Industrial Department of the
Tennessee Central bas been working
with such an end in view for the
past six months, and it is now
more than probable that the colony
will be established.
The fact has been clearly oetnoe-
strated that as fine traits and v-ge
tables are to be found it the South
can be successfully raised on the
laud that surrounds Nashville and
which is tapped by the Tennessee
Central
The German settlere will come
direct from Germany heie, if the
plan now outlined by the industrial
department of the Tennessee Con-
trol is brought to a successful con-
clusion, and within a few weeks
the success of the plau, together
with the location of the stttlement,
will be known. 4
Don't be imposed upon by taking
substitutes offered for Foley's Honey
and Tar.
M'aemeo
WE tELL
JAR
That Causes a JAR
We sell goods at prices that
cause our competitors to have a
2 genuine nervous jar.
I That beats buying Mason's
jars or fruit jars.
We are sole agents for this
• nerve racking jar..
•
!Planters Hardware
• (INCORPORATED.)
••••••••••••••••••••••
Pembroke Registration.
The registration in Pembroke was
very satisfactory, only a few voters
failing to secure certificates. The
number of voters registered was 153,
98 in North Pembroke and 65 in
South Pembroke. Of the 55 register-
ed in South Pembroke, 33 registered
as Democrats and 22 as Republicans.
Only one white mem registered is
a Republican in this preoluot.
North Pembroke several voteri'W,
futed to state their politics, and it if
not known just how many are taw,
()crate and Republicans, bat Oa'
former are in the majority In the.,,
precinct.—Pembroke Journal.
wwu
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Finished Floors
DeWitt'. 1:2 Slaw
For Ms, Ours% Seem
 ,INNINNINOMMINMNINNINNIFINOMPIMer
and rugs are replacing carpets everywhere. They're
cleaner, more healthful, more stylish.
The Sherwin-Williams Modern liethod Floor Finishes
for finishing old or new floors in any style desired,
give best results always. Use thrm on your floors.
For !doted Tislalt—inside Floons—Tar 5.5. /Paw 'LOON PAW.
Porch Floors—Taf &W. coftoi Forma PAW.
For varglegeg PlitsS—Nalanal—N4R-Nor, a durable floor varnish.
Stained —Pt00ILAc, st..ln and varnish combined.
Yer Waxed 11.188k—Tar 8-W. hoolt Wax.
tor Unsightly Cracks is Old iw...aers—rsr s-w. CeACit AND SEAN FILLED.
Get color cards from
.Forbes M'f'g Co.
le-tt+W++V+V++++++++-e4+++++44+44-+e-b÷b+4-444-+++t-•-•-•-•-•-•+4-•e-e-+44-e++
•
We Sell
Genuine
flason's Fruit ars
Wholesale and Retail.
Can Save You Money.
Forks MTg. Co.
MA.'WWWWWt WAMA !WMAMW
lbw NW.
hulk Dewitt Tabnage.D.D.
."
5 kabob the preacher, unsparingly ex-
.. JOIlles the folly and wickedness of pride,
olfalilitbert it be founded pn ancestry, pos.
,....19M1111610e, social position and infiumice
1St epee personal vanity. The text is
7Teraverbe xxlx,'28, "A man's pride shall
being bhp low."
The iikaphiagoolan pigeons were said
-to bay* bad two hearts. Physigloglits
i. We geed reason to doubt Unlit state-
' swot Wit etymologists know that there
NO some words that seem to have two
keen& Uttered in one sense thole
W.
When' *n English
aristocrat vi dining ,in .the palatial
home et the fellnder of the great Thaw
fetidly of the western part of Peunsyl-
Tanta he het to boast of his great
cona one. *Then he turned
to tba, Echeet, and roma, honored man
of Pittsburg and said, .-trom what aris-
tocratic head did you family spring.
Mr. Thaw?" With that William Thaw
allswered: "My ancestors, for the molt
pert, were plain, honest 'folks. My
 
own coat of arms, however, is a shoe-
Seksgtag Is good and pure, but uttered
hi et' sense their meaning is evil 
nly aristocratic friends, if the most
honored newer in all history are for
corrupt. Like the chameleon, they the greeter part minim first beard of
able to change their outer colorings in the /mule of the poor and the first
their environments. In a bad bearers of which were born in poverty
them words bays the craven an. l
Of is co
vet 
ors
 no intonticor. uid obeittirtge, why should you hold
Their saws ace " blocs as till your heads so high? Because your fa-
ther or grandfather happened to do
'blackness of the eternal night that '
the pump. which drive only good and 
something that made his name fa-
i
should consider yourself above your
mous is that any reason why you, ) "My Inhabit. In a good sense their
:: • hearts beat steady and true. They are
fellow men when you have accomplish-
pore blood through their different Cr- ad absolutely nothing for mankind?
Series as the purest of water tumbles
mese the miller's wheel because that 
The pride of birth is among the silliest
and tl:e most baseless of all kinds of
water comes from the clearest of pride, for, though some of us may
mountain streams. bare the blood of a great man flowing
The a ar,1 "pride" in this age may In our veins, all of us withbut exeep-
a . eanartimies be card In a good sense. In ticn have the blood of hundreds of ob-
1. / Bible times it always had a debased score ancestors mingling In our to-
} meaning. Searching through a con- teries from whom we are Just as much
i!-• that word "pride" was not used as the was king among the kings. I would
, eleirdance I cannot find one place where descended as we are from him who
' ..ernibol of "sin" and condemned as the infinitely prefer to be the founder of
MIN of sin. God denounces it all
. 
a race than the degenerate offspring
, through the Old Testament God hurls of a noble sire who bravely worke 1
/ it it his execration; all through the Ma way from nothing to the pinnacle
i . 'perw. Arrogance and pride compos, of fame. This practical world of every-
the quicksands which have destroyed day life does not ask who was your fa-
gas* an immortal soul in the past. ther, who was `your grandmother, but
are the insidious means whereby who are you?
le tripping up and manacling his
. But though we would denounce the
'victims at the present time, pretentious pride of birth, we would
this sinful pride, which is go furnestling in many hearts as a fa. ther than this. We would de-
nounce the arrogant pride of many
, most be cut out or tome of men and women who seem to have ac-
Will be forever bet complished something in life. If we
Pablo at Lammas, are honest we must admit that such
consider the silliest of all kinds
,.,.... _.  ,,,_____. 
successes as we have achieved have
ionthigwiglint1 gaunt aristocra
ticiteggimegu°;1•71. beeo due in no small degree to fortui-
tous combinations of circumstances of
for the attention Of Its
nes mon of a :nuisance than which we have taken advantage and
not exclusively to our own merits. We
people who strut through the have no right to take all the credit to
iming the homage of their ourselves or to despise others who
becalms of their having beet
maker's last, for my father was the
Angeles, Cal., Oct. 9e-In this best cobbler of his time in all this re-
gion."
Where did the great Adams family,
or the Beecher% or the Van Cortland%
or the Van Peneselaers, or the Hamil-
tens, or the Goulds, or the Armours,
et the Swifts, or the Leiters, or the
Otises spring front? Either in the last
generation or a few generations back
yOu can find their ancestors keeping a
Mame sbop or working as clerks or
digging as taemete or so poor that they
had to burrow money to get their start
In lite la their chosen career. Now,
I..
an aristocratic bows. it ces,ri I have not had the opportunities whieli
IV' to me, not because I bays 
have helped us in the race. .Many of
brain or have accomplished anything, 
them have been hindered by poverty
Or lack of educational facilities or ill
bemuse I am of any earthly use to health, and we show disgraceful In-
, but because my father or gratitude to Providence if we give our-
granthither Of great-grandfather has selves airs of superiority.
lished something to make his
Vt or because my great-
Cirennsetaneee *aka Men, 
edZamous
other had in her veins the 
Circumstances make men just the
same as men make circumstances.
blood of the European aristocracy." When I was lately thinking upon this
Liston to the babblings of one who
z weak: continually shake before our 
theme my eye involuntarily wandered
. swot a single branch or his ancestral down a country road to a big white
tree which happened to bear a few 
barn where a livery is kept and horses
are rented for the day. About one of
fragrant blossoms, while on that same
genealogical tree are hundreds of oth- 
these horses a young man was work-
er branches which have borne nothing 
ing. Who is he? Ile is a young man
worm eaten fruit, and which 
who for years has wanted to be a law-
have been gnarled and twist- 
yer. But he is the oldest son of a large
tor generations( anti for centuries. fam
ily of children. His father was a
-Save you ever stopped to consider 
farmer in the east. There that father's
MMO' many different ancestors you have 
health broke down, and he bad to come
I to California climate or he must die.
had? My parents were two In number.
. i hid one father and one mother. But, 
He bought some land here. After
awhile two years of drought came on,
r.setiesping back another generation, I and he was ruined. Then that father
.10 . ilad I had four grandparents and eight was confined three years in an Inv:i-
t:rest-grandparents and sixteen great- lid's bed. Then that oldest son had tc
great-gmndparents and thirty-two spring into the breach. He is there yet
likeat-great-great-grandparenta. And so
b and back they go, doubling with 
in the breach. The bread of his moth-
"
ck generation. A few hundred years 
eck er. his father and the children was for
de years dependent upon that oldest boy
lea I find my aneest ,...s were not and his work. The horses of the farrn
emoted by the tens. bto by the thou- were merely changed during the
' Mad'. Now. my friends, what right drought into the horses of a public He-
lms a man with family pride to follow cry. If you and I bad been In that old-
, up One branch of a genealogical tree eet boy's place would we not have done
that lands him in a king's throne room just the Hanle as he did? Would we be
or in an earl's palace and ignore the ?
',hundreds of other ancestral lines, 'any 
where we are today 
James A. Garfield once seemed to
'OM or which would land hlin in a preach the ,ctrine that there are no
peasant's hut or perhaps even at the difficulties : : life too great for a man
end of a hangman's noose? For, though to overcome. Inc one of his addresses'
emu of 1111 may not have had ancestors : .• , u who Is worth saving
, who were hanged, all of us have had 
he said 
(-
. plenty of them who ought to have been 
can e‘ ,.r 10 :. -iwued in the troubled
sea of life. No matter how far It is
hanged If they had been treated as from shore, pitch him overboard and
they demerved. Thus. when we esti- he will at least be able to swim ashore."
=sate bow many different ancestors we I am not sure that statement of Gar-
all have had, both good and bad, : field's is always true. I believe that
bare Its a great deal of broad common ' there may come a time when a young
nod in the answer which Theodore
velt gave to one of his boys who 
Mall, like a young colt, can be beaten
too much and his spirit will be gone.
boasted In school about his family, I believe that a young man may have
president said: '"rhere are only
i
•,, Not make very much difference from " 
at last he will lose his energy and he
tiny case. It beemil 111 to consideres u s 1
will cease to struggle any more. In
obstacles to overcome until
afther good boys or laid boys. It does , t°° many
' two 'classes of blys In this world. my
.., :.400, Big boys and small boys alike are
notch of our success is due to the
1 ' lama family you spring. if you are a bowr;:vatitages we hav‘enjoyed and uev-
goad boy the world will respect you Cr to assume superiority over those
.‘ nod it a bad boy the world will punish
; joy and despise you."
, Hie Coat of Arms.
.116011 there is another fact that al-
• amuses me in reference to the
Inks assumptions of family pride. Al-
ai.* without exception the great tam-
of the earth are proud of their
t from some one man who in a railroad train I 
read a newspaper
700th was a nobody, tbe sou of a article in reference to one of 
the noto-
des, a stonetnason or a labor-1 ?ions pugilists .of the count
ry. This
:ale the ditch. Where did the proud , article went so
mething like this: "Mr.
41011, family come from/ From a pal- So-and-so will never 
amount to any-
Oh, no. It sprang into prom I-. thing again in the roped. 
arena. Why?
from a poor German emigrant Because he has been tw
ice whipped. A
bad to cross the Atlantic prac- 1 man is like a dog; wh
en he has been
in the steerage. Where did the ' beaten enough to find that 
some one
-Vanderbilt family come from? else is his master his nerve is forever
barb Cornell*, Telt- ' gone." "How true in life is that!" I
Avec a barefoot boy con.nigg odd to myself. Then I pictured that
Island bilia I.*, noble deg pt Jack London's itt Me
pea easigen Ism Lou. '"Oill er the W114.* 'Be wan a big, Iev. ,
Ow the Wriaim. IF , SW, Wave lag, but no 'UAW Wu be
who might have stweeded as well its or
better than we have done If their op-
portunities and equipment had bee»
equal to ours.
Hen Sometimes Make Cireumistnneee.
Men make circumstances? Not al-
ways. Some time ago when seated in
sent north than lie was clue
his spirit was broken. What then?
He whined and whimpered like a
frightems1 puppy. So some men, noble
men, brave men in their youth, beemie
failures as middle aged men. Why?
Because they are. battered and pounded
by struggle after struggle and defeat
after defeat. They are halted In their
progress through life by obstacles prac-
tically impossible to overcome until at
last their courage and nerve and light-
ing manhood practitsilly ooze away.
0 man, be not puffed up in your own
conceit on account of your seeming
triumphs in life! You and I in a sense
have both succeeded not because we
are smarter than all men, but because
God ham given to us chances of suc-
cess which he has withheld from men
who were just its smart and Just as dil-
igent and brave and as conscientious
as ever we have been.
Arrogant pride is making necklaces
of diamonds to reflect her own shriv-
eled and emaciated form. She carries
around with her a looking glass be-
cause she thinks her blood is "blue" in-
stead of red, her face more beautiful
and her eyes more intelligent than all
other physiognomies. She never tires
of watching her own countenance. Iler
tootle is sweetest when she is praising
her own an vet self. But, though arro-
gant pride aduaree her own looks and
her own brain wore than those of the
people around her, she has often no
right to gather the lilies of innocence
to wear as a bouquet on her corsage.
In her heart there may be the germs of
evil and ii cruelty as fierce as that
which impelled the women of France
in the revolution to surround the guil-
lotine and gloat over the execution of
victims as guiltless as themselves. I
find that, as a rule, she thinks that her
own garments are the clinging robes of
HD angel, pure and spotless, while the
garments of her fellow human crea-
tures are the rags and tatters of a re-
pentant or an unrepentant prodigal.
All Were Gentlemen.
It is too often forgotten that ar-
rogant* and pride are sing in them-
selves. The lofty spirit which boasts
that it is free from the guilt of others
and holds aloof from the repentant sin-
ner, whom It surveys with scorn, is
not that pride a most ,heinous sin in
the sight of a just God? During the
darkest days of the French revolution
of 1830 a great mob of insurgents and
rioters were blockading the Parisian
streets. ''It Is useless to appeal to
their reason. They have no reason,"
said General Lafayette, the command-
er of the national guard, which ulti-
mately placed Louis Philippe upon the
French throne. "Shoot them down like
dogs." "Let me, general, try to scatter
them," said a staff officer to his cow-
inauder. The young man took off LW
hat and rode up to the threatening
mob. Then be cried. "All gentlemen
will please to retire, for I am ordered
to shoot down the rabble:" At once
the mob scattered. "Nut," wrote the
historian, "from fear, but because not,
one of those fierce rioters wanted tile
people of France to consider that he
belonged to the scum or the °Cracow-
lugs of the nation." Because arrogant
pride considers herself different from
the repulsive hags of sin does that
make her different? I tell thee nay.
The vilest and the most degraded
forms of sin are not more condemned
in God's sight than the sin of the
Pharisee. Christ said it. We must be-
lieve R.
Who Is tills Pharisee of old modern-
ized into the language of the church
life of today? Let me describe him as
you have often seen hitn. 'Sunday
morning is here. The supercilious crea-
ture crawls out of bed. He must go to
church. It is part of his religion to go
to church. Every one Hays he is one
of the pillars of the church. He dis-
likes the word "pillar" because for a
long time lie has thought he is the
whole sanctuary, choir loft and pulpit
thrown in, as well as pew.
He has hard work to get up this
morning because all the week, like Shy-
lock, he has been demanding his pound
of flesh. He gave a hundred dollars to
the church last week, but be did not
miss it much_ lie took it off the wages
of his employees. During the week,
by business tricks and financial thumb-
screws, he got at least four different
pieces of real estate $5,000 less than
they were worth. He lied about the
deal, but of course lie only lied ac-
cording to recognized business custom.
1..r.st night he discharged a young girl
because she was sick. He knew what
made her sick. Ile worked her over-
time and worked all the physical life
out of her.
"Why don't you hurry to church, old
Pharisee? Don't you hear the last
bell ringing?" "Oh, yes," says the old
hypocrite, "but there Is no need of my
hurrying. TM. ushers always keep my
seat. I make a fuss about having any
one else put in Lay pew. Besides, it
is not dignified for me to go ahead or
even to be on time. Let me come In
just before the Hermon and disturb the
service, and then every one will be
impressed by my entrance and the
solemn (lel °Bon with which I kneel in
prayer."
A Modern Pharisee,
Our Pharisee of modern times comes
in late, as usual. A quiet little lady
dressed in black is seated in his pew.
Ills ftiee-c ad neck get as red tis If he
had been taking a ten mile trump un-
der the tropical sun. We are almost
afraid he will burst a blood vessel in
an apoplectic slit. "Who is she? For
what Is she there? Wasn't her husband
that'old druukard who died In delirium
tremens five months ago and who died
a bankrupt, owing me $500?" "Yes."
said the usher. "But her own life has
been sweet and pure. and as she used
to know your family In her better days
she asked for your pew. She has come
to church because she wants to join
our church." "Join our church, I
Tea." said the old hyPecrii%
why she mutts to join our eh
wants me to help her and to
entIciren- enter the society of my film.
thy, I will not do it. Now, Mr. Usher,
see here, this is going too far. This is
too good a Church for the rabble. We
can start missions for the poor. I do
not want a lot of people with ac:oulals
besmirching their names using us for
a social hospital. I am willing to pay
my pew rent and help out the pastor's
salary and help support a few foreign
and home miselons, but I am not will-
ing to be dragged int() the social mud
with a lot of ordinary clerks and pov-
erty stricken women and general 'dead-
beats.' If you cannot keep this church
entirely for the exclusive class, the so-
cial 'upper tendon]; why. I will get out."
God help me if I have made this scene
too personal! Some of you know who
represents the modern Pharisee clothed
In the filthy garments of arrogant
pride. That person, 0 man or woman,
in God's sight is your self satisfied, evil
self. You are even now making the
hypocritical prayer of him who of old
sake "Lord, I thank thee that I am not
as other men."
But, lastly, I believe that pride is
often the result of bigotry and igno-
rance. It is pomlble to become so ab-
sorbed Iti a particular work and in
some one church as to overlook the fact
that other men In other churches are
winning souls and planting seed in
other fields which-will yield a harvest
as great as our own, though other
sickles may be used to reap, it and oth-
er uietlioda be adopted to produce it.
Phillips Brooks, Adviee.
How do you know that your own
church Is the best church and the only
true church? Have you ever studied
the ways and the means other minis-
ters are using in our sister churches?
It would be a good thing for you to
worship in some other church for a
little while before you are so quick to
condemn their ways of doing things.
"Other sheep have I which are not of
this fold," said Christ. One of the best
truths I ever read from the pen of
that great, big hearted and noble Chris-
tian, the most beloved New Englander
of his day, Phillips Brooks, was from
a letter lie wrote to a ministerial friend
In America. The letter went some-
thing like this: "Dear brother, you
ought to come over to Europe at least
once a year to find out how the big
world is, how many people there are
in it trying to do right and bow Small
the Episcopalian church seems looked
at from this side of the Atlantic." You
can surmise what .Phillips Brooks
meant. He meant instead of there be-
ing only one church filled with glori-
ously good people there were mauy dif-
ferent Protestant churches filled with
Net as good people as Phillips Brooks
had in his own parish,
How do you know that your way of
bringing up your children is the only
right way? Have you developed your
family so marvelously that they are
brighter than all other ehthiren, tnor0
Intellectual, more spiritual? Perhaps
instead of your children being blamed
for doing wrong you ought to he blunt
ed. Your way if discipline may be
wrong. Broaden your life. Study the
ways of other Christian parents and
you may be able to improve your own
ways.
How do 3-on know that your own in-
terpretation of the Scripture is right?
l'erhaps If you would only empty your-
self of self and as a student come and
sit at Christ's feet you might learn so
much from him who was meek and
lowly of heart that you would have a
less exalted estimate of yourself and
of your own wisdom and piety. I per-
sonally would never have any use for
a physician who thinks lie knows so
much that inc the crisis of a disease he
would not ask another physician to
come to the bedside of the sick for con-
sultation. Neither has Christ any use
for one of his disciples who knows so
much that he is not willing to come to
sit at his feet and learn of him. Are
you ready today to empty yourself of
Reif and be as an empty vessel to be
filled with the Holy Spirit?
Oh, the. Imbittered and imbittering,
sinful pride of life! How hard it is fm
some of you to give up! After Sam
Houston for years had been one of our
nation's nmst prominent men he came
in his old age to represent Texas in the
United States senate. No sooner did
he come to Washington than he went
to a fronons Baptist church there, of
which Rev. Dr. Samson was pastor.
For (Uhl long years he attended Ulla
church. Al last lie came forward and
gave his heart to Jesus Christ. Just
before his first communion Dr. Samson
risked Senator Houston into his private
room. "What Is it you wish me to
do?" asked the old warrior, fixing his
keen eye upon Dr. Samson's face.
"t;eneral," was the reply, "you know
the alienation between you and Sena-
tor So-and-so. You will meet him next
Sunday morning at the Lord's supper.
It seems to inc that you ought not to
meet there unless in Christ's naine you
are ready to forgive and be forgiven.
Will you thus' meet Senator So-and-so?
Will you destroy sinful pride, go and
forgive for Christ's sake?" This sena-
tor hind been bitterly unjust to the
great liberator of Texas. Dr. Samson
said: "At first the fire began to glow
In General Hotiaton's eye. His brows
knit. IIIs teeth clinched. His whole
frame shook with the struggle between
aroused conscience and the old bitter-
ness of feeling that he had for years
cherished. But at last the man of al-
most ungol ernalde missions was elm uw-
ed froin a lion into a lamb, and in a
subdued voice and with tears in his
eyes he said, 'Mr. Samson, for Christ's
sake I will do it.'"
0 man, like Sam Houston, will you
yield up your pride for Christ? Will
you be as a little child at his feet?,
Will you say, "Master. I am nothing,
but thou art all in all?" May God
grant that the bane of sinful pride
shall here and now forever be east out
of every one of our hearts. "A Man's
pride bring Nei low. but boner
etildl *rola the Is10,1g
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Pre*ident
Cashier
• A.SRt Cashier
e Solicit the accounts of Firms. Corporations and Individ
ails, premising prompt. conrteous treatment to all, and every
accommodation, consistent with conservative banking.
If contemplating opening an account, or making anv changt
in suiting relations, would be glad to correspond with you.
44+•444444-44-044444-6444-0+444+++++++++++++++.44-4-444444-
Successor to Golay & Brame. Corli7th & Vii-. Sts.
For a nice drive, up-to-date rigs and courteous attention give
me a call. Hack service for the city—meeting all trains. Fune-
ral and wedding parties a specialty. Rothe phone 111111, Cumber.
!Ansi phone 82. I will be glad to hare all thy Maids give as
their patronage. •
Howard*Bramit. AP\• liaptistailrille. Kr.
Come to th
Carnival
And wear one of our famous "High Art" Suits and Overcoats a
45TROUSEi BROTHERS. you'll be recognized as the best dressed man on "the Pike." There's
easy elegance of fit about these "High Art" clothes that make them appear distinctly different from any ot
you see. And then they are made different. All theirgoodness is not in their looks.: They are made insidojust as good as they look. We cannot describe them better than to say "they are just like they appear."
Our line is more complete and varied
than ever before.
Suits $10 to $20 and Overcoats $12.50 to $25.
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NEAR MAIN STREET SHOWN BY SURVEY
THE CARNIVAL WILL 1111
LOCATED.
The Free Acts Take Place
On the Principal
Thoroughfares.
A persistent rumor has been circu
'Med in this city to the effect that
the show, of the Robinson Amuse-
Wiest Company, which will exhibit
here next week, under the auspices
of the Odd Fellows lodge, would be
located entirely on Broad street.
This is unfounded. The committee
appointed to act in conjunction with
the street committee of the City
Council have not yet definitely des-
ignated the exact location of the
shows, but the Odd Fellows say it is
almost a certainty that they will be
located on Virginia street from.
Fourth to Ninth and down Ninth
from Vlrninia to the Illinois Central
depot. This will place the shows
within easy access of all and at the
same time will not blockade Main
street with crowds as has been the
ease In the past. The free attrac-
tions will be distributed at the most
Important points of the business see-
Son _
THE ODD FELLOWS
(Special to New Era)
MORGANFIELD, Ky., Oct. 18.—
The grand lodge of the Independent
Order of Odd Fellows adjourned
yesterday after one of the most plea-
wait me etiugs that body ever held.
During the morning session the
election of officers took place, with
the following result: Grand Master,
D. L. Bailey, of Louisville; Deputy
Grand Master, A. W. Clements, of
Morganfield; Grand Warden, W. C.
0. Hobbs, of Lexington; Grand See-
setary, It. G. Elliott, of Lexington;
Orand Treasurer, George W. Morris,
of Louisville; representative to the
Sovereign Grand Lodge, LaWhite
Porter, of Bowling Green. The next
meeting will be held at Shelbyville.
The social feature of the meeting
was the dance given in the Masonic
Temple la4t night.
MURDER WAS IN MONT-
GOMERY COUNTY.
Mitchell Will Be Tried At
Clarksville For Killing
His Wife.
(Special to New Era.)
CLARKSVILLE, Oct. 18.—It now
seems a settled fact that Robert L.
Mitchell will be tried In Clarksville
for the terrible crime with which he
is changed, that of wife murder. The
point having been rased whether
the crime was committed in Robert-
son or Montgomery counties, the
aueborities of Robertson county
caused two separate surveys of the
county lines to be made with a view
to ascertaining in which county the
crime was committed, the scene of
murder being in close proximity to
the line. It is understood that both
of the above surveys agreed with a
third that was made yesterday under
the supervision of Acting Proseout-
ing Attorney Matt C. Lyle, of Mont-
gomery county. It was found that
the crime took place at a point fifty
and three-fourth yards inside the
Montgomery county line.
Acme Fornaure co. buy &EA sell
second hand furniture. Home phone
MK Cumberland Bob.
alielllhoutsOomplhOure
IWO% Rows end OFSEP.,
Old Bond and Lillard whisky, bot-
tled in Bond purity guarantead by
U. S government. Old California
Pesch Brandy at W. A. P'Pool's,
Nos. 19 & 14 West 7th street.
deod2w
ESTRAY—Jersey cow and young
calf. Owner can get same by calling
and identifying same. S. G. Buck-
ner. d&wtf
Notice to Creditors.
All persons holdir g elaims against
estate of J. M. P'Pool dec'd, will file
them properly proven with me at No.
12. W. 7th St., Hopkinsville. Ky ,
before Dec. let, 1904.
w8t W. A. P'Pool, ad'mr.
Thief Broke In.
A thief broke into the residence of
Mr. A. E. Wright early yesterday
morning and secured some pillows
and lots of comforts and bed cloth-
ing.
SALES NOW SMALL JIM DISCHARGED
The local tobacco market took a
big slump this week, the sales for the
week being only thirty-one hogs-
heads. The loose sales were also
very small. From now on the mar-
ket will be dull, as is always the case
at this time ot the year, until the
new crop is prized and delivered.
The inspectors' report for the week
is as follows:
Receipts for week 
 115
" year 
 
18,886
Sues " week 
 31
12.681" year
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SESSION WAS UNUSUALLY
BUSY ONE
Sixtl-Nine Indictments As
Result of Two Weeks
Work.
The grand jury which was finally
dismissed Wednesday returned an
exceptionally large batch of indict-1
were was forty-eight"true bills" and
with the twenty-one which had been
returned previously the total was
sixty-nine. In a number of these in-
dictment, several persons are named
which would make the number con-
OPTHALMOSCOPE
AND RETINOSCOPE COMBINED.
An up-to-date instrument for the diagnosis of the pathological conditionof the interior of the.eye without the use of a dark room or mydriatioa todilute the pupil. By its use all errors of refraction are detected and mass-cured to an absolute certainty without asking the patient any question.—thereby leaving the operator independent of the intelligence of the patient.(Great for children.) It is the latest and meet wonderful production of odeal science. By its use the retina (veins and arteries) is seen as clearly
eiderably larger if each one was reetphlev in patient'.teres
 
interested efercaen.d 
This d eisaascptilLiyn I strument,   t examining  but andasl hnatvtienbgeedi always
couated as a separate charge. The to the, eye, I have kept up-to-date with the latest andbest methods and in-
strumentsgrand jury was composed of the fol- ni ayr e at and assuredf  tlhtahtatthtehyo 
will
lt giestntohne rteal patrons. Theyin i•
tmservllowing citizens of the county: E. W. anywhere—derived from long years of practical experience with up-to-fiat
C. EdWards,foreman; J. M. Murphy, appliances and for the least money. Respectfully,
S. D. Wilkins, John Kelly, George
Hayes, George C. Simpson, George
D. Simpson, John B. , Harried, John
H. Sargent, George McKnight, J. J.
Barnes and W. A. Rickman This
list contains thirteen name,, and this
is accounted for by the fact that
George McKnight was excused after
he had served a few days and J. J.
Barnes was accepted in his stead.
Asleep In Jesus.
M. D. KELLY
Over SO Years an Optician aria Jeweler; 15 Years a GraduateOptometrist. No. 8, Ma!n St., opposite Court House.
MACEDONIA MATTERS.
z.7„,osevNest
; MACEDONIA, Oct. 12.—The de-
' bating society at this place is becom-
ing a very interesting organization
and its meetings are looked ebrward
to with no little amount of pleasure
i by the people of the community--
Died at Earlington, Ky., Sept. 30, !both old land young, and among its
1904, Virginia Buie Graves, beloved : visitors are many, people from other
wife of F. P. Graves. i neighborhoods.
To her many old friends this an-! Mr. James A. Claxton, of EdgeI
nouncement will come as a shock, Water, Colorado, arrived here one
for her illness was comparatively !day last week on a visit. He 'Is en.i•
short. joying excellent health.
In recording the death of so true a II Miss Nancy Gilkey, of Curry, re-
friend, so good a Christian, wife and turned home Sunday after a two
mother our hearts falter and our pen ; weeks stay with Mrs. Fannie Mur-
fails to pay just tribute to her many ptiy, of this place.
i t•r nes.
Born in Trigg county, Ky., June
7th., 1859, she early in life united
with the Baptist church, near her
home, and to the day of her death
lived a consistant Christian life.
She was married to P. P. Graves j
Oct. 1st, 1874. and upon the thirtieth
anniversary of that day was buried. I
Her husband and only son, B. F.
Graves, are left to mourn her nn-
timely death, to them our hearts go 1
out in tenderest sympathy, and God
grant that they may he comforted by
these cheering words.
"Blessed are the dead who die in
the Lord." A FRIEND.
Mr. John Brown and several other
citizens of the Clardy neighborhood,
left Tuesday morning for St. Louis,
to "take in" the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition.
Miss Sue Clue is visiting her sister
at Curry this week.
Elder John W. MoCarroll will
preach at Fowler's school house next
Saturday night.
Mr. Lafayette Mooreland and wife
of Clardy, were in Macedonia trod
.;
lug last Tuesday.
self last week, is much improved.
The singing on each Sunday night
at Macedonia by the young people is
very much enjoyed by the communi-
ty at large.
The Goddess of Liberty bowed her
head
And Columbia shook with a rigor
The American Eagle screamed and
fled
When Roosevelt dined with a nigger.
—WHITE -MAN.
Everett Alexander, of Hawkins,'
Live Stock Market.
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Oct. 16.-014-
De—Receipts, 236 head; market
steady on good cattle; others yea
slow and quotations unchanged;
shipping cattle ;$4 00@4 66; best-
butchers, 68 75@$4 00; medium batch.
ers, $8 26@)8 75; common, $9 5O800;
best feeders, $8 2548 86; medium
$9 76q8 20; best stockers, $3 25(43 50;
medium, $2 50@8 26; common, $I00
250; bulls, $9 0)4 2 65. Hogs—Be-
ceipts, 4,175 eead; market weak and
20 cents lower; 166 pounds and up;
$550; 120 to 185 pounds, $580; 90 $0
190 pounds, $490; light pigs, $4 NS
to 4 60; roughs, $4 25(44 75. Sheep
and lambs—Receipts, 47 bead; mar-ket quiet; following are the q110011-
Slone: Best Tennessee lambs,' $450@.5 25; medium, $4 00(44 50; nommen.$8 50(0 4 00; best fat sheep, $2 75(41 26;
medium $2 2642 75; common, $1 VCthe boy ,who accidentally shot him- @200.
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